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ABSTRACT
REIMAGINING AND REWRITING THE GUANTÁNAMO BAY DETAINEE
LIBRARY: TRANSLATION, IDEOLOGY, AND POWER
SEPTEMBER 2016
MUIRA NICOLLET MCCAMMON, B.A., CARLETON COLLEGE
M.A., UNIVERSITYOF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
The main argument of this thesis is that the rewriters of the story of the Guantánamo
Bay Detainee Library, namely journalists and filmmakers, engage differently with primary
source material about the detention facility; what they omit and include in their narratives
varies and depends largely on their pre-established ideologies. In the field of translation
studies, this thesis contributes a new case study; it considers the problematic interplay
between law, libraries, and multilingual information access in detention facilities. My
research also demonstrates the challenges of examining a library that belongs to a highly
controversial military system.
In the first chapter I review previous studies of detainee libraries, and I introduce the
concepts of rewriting, power, patronage, and ideology. In the second chapter I evaluate how
reading material is unevenly distributed across 19 language groups in the Guantánamo Bay
Detainee Library. In the third chapter I reflect on the ways in which news articles written by
civilian and military journalists about the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library are rooted in
disparate ideologies. In the fourth chapter I parse the story of the Guantánamo Bay
Detainee Library as it is told through the fictitious lens of the film Camp X-Ray (2014). In
the fifth and final chapter I summarize the logistical challenges of studying the Guantánamo
Bay Detainee Library from afar and imagine what future might await its books.
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CHAPTER 1
IDEOLOGY, POWER, AND REWRITING:
INTRODUCING THE GUANTÁNAMO BAY DETAINEE LIBRARY
The detainee library was a small room at the end of the trailer lined with bookshelves. I
browsed the shelves, with their sparse volumes, and saw that most of the books were
Qur'ans in different languages. Chaplain Hamza explained that a majority of the detainees
had been given a Qur'an, though the books were generally worn and needed
replacing….Chaplain Hamza explained that there were no standard operating procedures
in place for distributing reading materials and that the small group of translators who
worked in the library often had to make things up as they went along.
James Yee, For God and Country (2005: 53)
A building is an inanimate object, but it is not an inarticulate one.
Alison Lurie, The Language of Houses (2014: 1)
Even Guantánamo is a space regulated by law: the rights of persons and things are
recognized, though in uneven and differential ways.
A. Naomi Paik, Rightlessness (2016: 219)
1.1  Introduction
The U.S. naval facility at Guantánamo Bay is the United States’s oldest overseas base.
At the turn of the twentieth century following the conclusion of the Spanish-American
War, U.S. President William McKinley negotiated the lease of the land with the Cuban
government. Before the diplomatic relationship between the governments of the United
States and Cuba soured, the base initially served a variety of noncontroversial purposes.
At different junctures in history, it was an emergency repair facility; a naval, marine, and
coast guard training center; and even a coaling station.1 When Fidel Castro came to
power, he not only questioned the U.S. government’s ability to lease the Cuban land, on
1

For an exhaustive history of Guantánamo in the context of U.S.-Cuban relations, see Stephen
Schwabb, Guantánamo, USA (2009).
1

February 6, 1964, he ordered that water supply to the camp be discontinued. His policy
decision helped the U.S. naval facility, known by the abbreviation GiTMO, to become an
independent military system, defined by its own principles and standards of operation.2 In
the aftermath of the September 11, 2001, attacks, the base regained international attention
when the U.S. government created a network of camps there to detain individuals with
alleged links to terrorist organizations.3
There have been numerous attempts to document, define, and redefine the U.S.
Naval Station at Guantánamo Bay. A broad spectrum of media — including sketches,
photographs, diagrams, declassified maps, memoirs, blog posts— attest to the complexity
and fluidity of experiences at the detention camp.4 The array of sources also reveals the
myriad voices who have contributed to the construction, analysis, and reception of
GiTMO: habeas corpus lawyers, political cartoonists, photographers, court sketch artists,
to name a few. The vast majority of these resources tend to focus on two components of
the U.S. Naval Station: the rulings of the Guantánamo military commissions and
detainees' daily experiences.5 Many aspects of the detainees' lives are still kept in the
dark.
Today the scholarly record regarding GiTMO’s library facilities is particularly

2

“GiTMO” is the term used by the Department of Defense to describe the U.S. naval facility, but
it has also been used by journalists and critics of detention camp. To better understand the
nuances of the term, see Gordon Cucullu, Inside Gitmo (2009); Pedro López Jardo, Guantánamo
y ‘Gitmo’ (2000).
3
The U.S. government also detained individuals abroad, in places such as the Parwan Detention
Facility in Afghanistan. For a more detailed exploration of this process, see Diane Webber,
Preventive Detention of Terror Suspects (2016).
4
See Clark Butler, Guantánamo Bay and the Judicial-Moral Treatment of the Other (2007);
Mahvish Khan, My Guantánamo Diary: The Detainees and the Stories They Told Me (2008);
James Yee and Aimee Molloy, For God and Country: Faith and Patriotism Under Fire
(2005).
5
For evidence, see Janet Hamlin, Sketching Guantánamo (2013).
2

detainees. This lacuna is not altogether surprising: U.S. libraries run by the military
operate on principles and ideologies that differ fundamentally from the workings of most
traditional public and university libraries. Furthermore the majority of research on
ideology in libraries relates to public and university libraries.8 Robert Jensen’s The
Cárcel and the Biblioteca (2002) is one example of scholarship that examines the reading
resources for Spanish-speaking inmates in U.S. prisons, but his research represents an
outlier in the field of library science.
It is also worth pausing to reflect on one aspect that unites libraries. A recent
project of archivists has been to show the ideological substructures underlying libraries.
In “The Making of Memory: The Politics of Archives, Libraries, and Museums in the
Construction of National Consciousness” (1998), Richard Harvey Brown and Beth
Davis-Brown demonstrate the ways in which ideology can influence decision-making in
librarianship. They focus on the following aspects of library systems: collection
development, cataloguing and classification, circulation and access, and budget and
financial issues. I find their research instructive for explaining the ways in which the
choices of librarians can dictate readers’ access to knowledge and power. I am
particularly drawn to their proposal that “technical activities always are political, at least
latently or potentially, even when they are not contested and made explicitly political”
(Harvey Brown and Davis-Brown 1998: 18).

1.2 The History of Detainee Libraries

8

This trend is particularly evident on academic work about the importance of linguistic diversity
in public libraries. For evidence, see Gabreilla Reznowski, “American Libraries and Linguistic
Diversity” (2009: 1).
4

underdeveloped. At this juncture no one has conducted comparative descriptive research
on the ways in which the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library works, how its collection
grows, or how its military librarians circulate books. Additionally there has been no
comparative or descriptive attempt to research the ways in which narratives about the
Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library differ.
This thesis aims to bring light to the many different stories that journalists,
filmmakers, and other writers have told about the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library.
First I tell the story of the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library by analyzing its inventory
and looking specifically at the ratio of translated material in each of the 19 language
groups represented in the collection.6 The central argument in this work is that military
journalists, civilian journalists, and filmmakers have acted as cultural translators by
promoting different narratives about the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library and its
inventory.7 In each section I examine to what extent their tactics, ideological
positionings, and political valences differ.
The impact of translation as it relates to American military operations at the turn
of the twenty-first century has attracted considerable scholarly attention in the past
decade (Baker 2006; Inghilleri 2008), but the Detainee Library has remained at the
periphery of this emerging discourse in translation studies. Scholars have largely focused
on the ethical plight of translators and interpreters assigned to translate the testimonies of

6

The Detainee Library facilities are unique in many respects, but it is important to highlight two
aspects that make the inventory exceptional even among U.S. prison libraries. First, they strive to
provide reading materials in 19 languages for detainees, who have come from over 48 countries.
Furthermore, the collection provides religious materials for the detainee population, which is
overwhelmingly Muslim.
7
Catherine Cole’s (2010: 67) work identifies journalists as key actors in the process of cultural
translation.
3

In this section I provide an overview of the history of detainee libraries that the
U.S. government created after the attacks of September 11, 2001.9 As of June 2016
there is still very little information available about the two detainee libraries that the
U.S. military established, one in GiTMO and the other in the Bagram Theater
Internment
Facility in Afghanistan. The former continues to serve detainees in GiTMO, and the latter
provided reading materials to detained Taliban members.10 In a June 2003 policy document
explaining how facilities like these might be run, Paul Bremer, in his capacity as administrator
of the Coalition Provisional Authority, signed "Coalition Provisional Authority
Memorandum Number 2: Management of Detention and Prison Facilities." In a clause
titled "libraries," Bremer copies verbatim Rule 40 of the United Nations Standard
Minimal Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners (1955) which states, "Every institution
shall have a library for the use of all categories of prisoners, adequately stocked with both
recreational and instructional books, and prisoners shall be encouraged to make full use
of it” (Bremer 2003: 9). It is important to note here that Rule 40 of the United Nations
Standard Minimal Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners (1955) makes no suggestion that
librarians provide books in prisoners' native languages. No international protocol
including the United Nations Standard Minimal Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners
requires prison librarians to stock books either written in prisoners' native languages or
authored by their compatriots.

9

In Chapter 2 I discuss the separate legacies of Prisoner of War libraries and differentiate them
from detainee libraries.
10
In March 2013 the U.S. government formally handed control of the Bagram Air Base to the
Afghan government (Cornwell 2013: 1). In December 2014, the Pentagon told NBC News that it
“no longer operates detention facilities in Afghanistan nor maintains custody of any detainees”
(quoted in Miklasezewski and Johnson 2014: 1). My assumption is that the detainee library
facilities in Afghanistan are no longer being maintained.
5

Other wartime treaties indicate that governments should provide reading materials
to foreign nationals that they detain during military operations. Memorandum Number 2
does not allude to the 1929 Geneva Convention, even though it is the earliest
international agreement asserting that individuals detained during wartime are entitled to
intellectual stimulation in the form of reading materials. Article 17 specifically states,
"Belligerents shall encourage as much as possible the organization of intellectual and
sporting pursuits by prisoners of war." Article 39 later contextualizes the status of books
in wartime camps and detention facilities: "Prisoners of war shall be permitted to receive
individually consignments of books which may be subject to censorship. Representatives
of protecting Powers and of duly recognized and authorized relief societies may send
works and collections to the libraries of prisoners' camps. The transmission of such
consignments to libraries may not be delayed under pretext of difficulties of censorship."
The inventories and policies of detainee libraries remain largely hidden from
public view. Evidence suggests that media coverage has helped frame the narratives of
the two aforementioned detainee libraries. Whereas the Guantánamo Bay Detainee
Library has gained attention for its banned books (Smith 2013: 1), its counterpart in
Bagram earned notoriety for its burnt Qur’ans (Coburn 2016: 164). These two
mechanisms – banning and burning – might imply that the two military detainee libraries
have fostered an environment of isolation instead of intellectual enrichment, but as the
following chapters indicate, the evaluation of detainee libraries cannot be reduced to a
rigid dichotomy. Instead it is essential that we examine the activities and ideologies
shaping them.

6

1.3 Ideology and the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library Collection
A library is the product of many decisions. Development encapsulates the
decisions regarding what is and what is not acquired, what is stored but not catalogued,
and what is censored. It is a critical phase in the creation of a library. Who is permitted
to work in the facility? What types of content are not allowed on the shelves? What
ideologies can be held by librarians? In the case of the Guantánamo Bay Detainee
Library, some of these preliminary questions are addressed in the 2003 version of the
Standard Operating Procedures, a document prepared by the Joint Task Force—
Guantánamo.
Cataloguing and classification allude to the organizational descriptions of what is
held in the inventory. In the case of the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library, books are
shelved according to their language group. Brown and Davis-Brown indicate that “insofar
as categorical systems appear to organize their relevant reality ‘correctly,’ their
ideological functions are thereby more disguised and, hence all the more powerful”
(1998: 25).
Circulation and access refer to the decisions about who gets to read what
materials; detainees never cross the threshold of the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library.11
Instead books are delivered to them by guards. Thus accessibility as a concept also
encapsulates the ways in which materials are distributed. In this sense libraries are not
merely thecas (or containers) as their Greek etymologies indicate; they are institutions of
power. Access as a concept includes which librarians may enter the library, in addition to
which outsiders can see the collection and learn about how the library is run.

11

This policy is also explained in full in the Guantánamo Standard Operating Procedures (2003).
7

Budget and financial issues also are intimately tied to the ideology of a library; funds
dictate what can be purchased and what can be read. Evidence suggests that the U.S.
military does not always invest the same amount of money in the Guantánamo Bay
Detainee Library each year. Carol Rosenberg (2015: 1) reported that as of late 2015 the
library staff no longer had funds to purchase additional texts, and as of 2016 there is no
evidence to suggest that the current budget would change. The budget of a library does
not only go towards the books on the shelves; it also covers the cost of employing
librarians. As of 2016 I do not know how much money the Joint Task Force—
Guantánamo pays contractors and members of the military working in the Guantánamo
Bay Detainee Library.

1.4 Patronage, Power, and Guantánamo: Turning to Translation Studies

There have been a number of studies and first-person testimonies (Khan 2008: 20)
devoted to translators and interpreters working in the military tribunals at Guantánamo,
but no one has yet examined the ways in which language and culture operate in the
Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library. Translation studies offers a variety of tools that we
can use to dissect the role of ideology in Guantánamo. It is particularly helpful to draw
on the work and scholarly contributions of two translation theorists, André Lefevere
(1992) and Maria Tymoczko (2010).
This thesis is less about the ways in which ideology is manifested in the daily
experiences of military librarians working in the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library. It
focuses on the impact of patronage and ideology on the ways in which journalists,
filmmakers, and others write and rewrite the narratives of the Guantánamo Bay Detainee
Library. Lefevere defines rewriting as an active form of manipulation (1992: 9). It is
8

undertaken in social systems, which are influenced by power. In this thesis I
conceptualize power in the way that Michel Foucault initially defined the term: “What
makes power hold good, what makes it accepted is simply the fact that it doesn’t only
weigh on us as a force that says no, but that it traverses and produces things, it induces
pleasure, forms knowledge, produces discourse” (Foucault 1980: 119).
Rewriting can introduce new concepts but also repress, distort, and contain
information that is displeasing to patrons. Lefevere explains that “patrons try to regulate
the relationship between the literary system and the other systems, which, together make
up a society. As a rule they operate by means of institutions set up to regulate, if not the
writing of literature, at least its distribution: academies, censorship bureaus, critical
journals, and, by far the most important, the educational establishment” (1992: 15). It is
important to remember that governments also help manipulate literary systems.
In this thesis I draw on the translation studies discourse about cultural and textual
systems in order to decipher the interrelated elements that contribute to the rewriting of
the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library.12 I focus in particular on the scholarly
contributions of Lefevere, who wrote about the rapport between the concept of the
“system” and rewriting (1992: 9). Lefevere explains that societies consist of a
conglomerate of systems, ranging from the literary to the social to the political.
I have opted for this concept because its basic tenets are relatively easy to explain,
which has a distinct pedagogical advantage, because it promises to be
“productive” in the sense that it may reveal problems of importance to the study
of rewriting that other heuristic constructs do not reveal; because it is “plausible”
in the sense that it is also used in other disciplines, not just in literature study, and
to some advantage, which might also work against the growing isolation of
literary studies within educational institutions; and because it provides a neutral,
non-ethnocentric framework for the discussion of power and relationships shaped
12

I am using rewriting in the broad sense discussed by Lefevere (1992).
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by power, which may benefit from a more dispassionate approach.13 (Lefevere
1992: 10)
Many stories have been told about Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library. I use the
concept of systems as a heuristic, because it allows us to examine the ways in which
patronage and ideology interplay in the rewriting and reimagining of the Guantánamo
Bay Detainee Library, its reputation, its impact, and its changes between 2002 and 2016.
In this thesis I incorporate questions about ideology and power into my framework as
well, so that I can better understand what is omitted, what is added, and what is rewritten
in narratives related to the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library. Fredric Jameson’s (1974:
107) definition of ideology as a “grillwork of form, convention, and belief, which orders
our actions” is integral to this study, as is Tymoczko’s (2010: 9) suggestion that
“partialities are what differentiate translations, enabling them to participate in the
dialectic of power, the ongoing process of political discourse, and strategies for social
change.”14 I find Mary Poovey’s definition to delve even deeper into ideology’s
pervasiveness.
Ideology is a set of values which governs not just political and economic relations
but social relations and even psychological stresses as well. Ideology is virtually
inescapable, for simply by living together, men and women establish priorities
among their needs and desires, and generate explanations that ratify these
priorities by making them seem natural…By its very nature, ideology always
contains contradictions precisely because it ‘explains’ or ‘naturalizes’ the
discrepancies that inevitably characterize lived experience. (Poovey 1984: xiv)
Thus far no one has attempted to decipher political discourse as it concerns the
Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library, but it is evident that journalists and others involved
in telling the stories of the Detainee Library and its controversial collection have relied on
13

To better understand the nuances of polysystem studies, see Even-Zohar, The Position of
Translated Literature within the Literary Polysystem (1978) and Polysystem Studies (1990).
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For an extended discussion on ideology, see Jameson, The Prison House of Language (1974).
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a host of different strategies.
Using research methodologies developed in the field of translation studies is a
constructive way to decipher the ways in which narratives about GiTMO ideologically
differ. Tymoczko (2002: 18) underscores the need to record and organize data
systematically in descriptive studies. I take heed of her suggestion and scan the narratives
of the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library for linguistic anomalies. I interrogate the
resulting pattern in terms of macroscopic ideological significance. I focus in particular on
the linguistic elements used to describe the following aspects of the library: collection
development, cataloguing and classification, circulation and access, and budget and
financial issues. I ask, in particular, what do these small-scale textual elements signify in
terms of large-scale ideological positionings between military and civilian rewriters?
Journalists and other storytellers rewriting the narratives of the Guantánamo Bay
Detainee Library must situate themselves in a larger ideological system. Lefevere alludes
to this issue in his book, Translation, Rewriting, and the Manipulation of Literary Fame
(1992).
What has been said about rewriters obviously also holds for writers. Both can
choose to adapt to the system, to stay within the parameters delineated by its
constraints—and much of what is perceived as great literature does precisely
that—or they may choose to oppose the system, to try to operate outside its
constraints; for instance by reading works of literature in other than the received
ways, by writing works of literature in ways that differ from those prescribed or
deemed acceptable at a particular time in a particular place, or by rewriting works
of literature in such a manner that they do not fit in with the dominant poetics or
ideology of a given time and place. (Lefevere 1992: 13)
Christian Moraru notes that rewriting “lives on in journalism, where the job of a
‘rewriteperson’ is to actually format a reporter’s raw materials (‘the news’) as publishable
newspaper story” (Moraru 2001: 11). Journalists are rewriters, but as Lefevere indicates,
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not each rewriter adopts the same strategies. They may choose to adopt the majority of
the dominant ideology put forth by their patrons, or they may attempt to oppose “the
system” (Lefevere 1992: 13). Journalists engage with systems that are not only
ideological in nature. In this regard it is also important to note the contributions of Israeli
scholars Itamar Even-Zohar (1990) and Gideon Toury (1980); both translation theorists
argue that translation represents part of a literary system, which is rooted alongside other
systems, including economic, political, social, and cultural ones. Based on this
framework I argue that each rewriter maintains a unique positionality; each engages with
power structures, ideology, politics, and ethics differently.
1.5 Research Questions and Methodology
This thesis focuses on the "library beyond the book" in that it avoids the muddled terrain
of bibliophilia, which has, I believe, hindered the ability of theorists to investigate the
linkages between libraries, translation, and ideology. I seek to move beyond the “banned
books” discourse that has dominated the English language news coverage of the
Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library and rely instead on the basic assumption that what is
circulated is just as important as what is censored.
In the second chapter I myself rewrite the story of the Guantánamo Bay Detainee
Library, evaluating the ways in which translated material is unevenly distributed across
18 language groups. I first explore the complicated history of multilingual biblioservice,
that is the practice of providing books in multiple languages at the library (Borgman
1997; Dan Wu, Daqing He, and Bo Luo 2012, Zielinska 1976) and then look at the
manifestations of linguistic isolation in German Prisoner of War (POW) Camps in the
United States during World War II (Raezer 2008) and Japanese-American internment
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camp libraries (Wertheimer 2004). I analyze a list of titles in the Detainee Library
obtained by Dr. Susan Maret through a Freedom of Information Act request.15 Finally, I
count the number of books available in Arabic, Chinese, English, French, German,
Italian, Kazakh, Pashto, Persian, Russian, Serbo-Croatian, Spanish, Somali, Swahili,
Turkish, Uighur, Urdu, and Uzbek.
In the third chapter I examine to what extent civilian journalists in the United
States, the United Kingdom, and France have acted as cultural translators and then
evaluate the ways in which their news articles about the Guantánamo Bay Detainee
Library are rooted in disparate ideologies. I contrast the ways in which military
publications and civilian newspapers have attempted to rewrite and reframe the narrative
of the library facilities. I draw on a catalogue of specific newspaper and magazine
articles pertaining to the Detainee Library that have been published between January
2002 and January 2015, and I highlight the passages that set in high relief the ideological
systems underlying military and civilian narratives.
In this chapter I also note that British journalists tend to rewrite the narrative of
the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library in a way that differs considerably from their
counterparts based in the United States. Overwhelmingly I find that British journalists are
much more apt to highlight manifestations of what Tymoczko defines as:
external constraints, a partial list that might include (for example, the government,
laws, related to censorship, media standards and educational standards); the
patron and the patronage system…social norms, linguistic norms, textual norms,
and translation norms; structures of language, including category formations, that
constitute reality for ourselves and our audiences; the conceptual metaphors we
live by; discourses; ideologies; and cultural practices. (Tymoczko 2008: 38)
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I compare the thematic framework underlying newspaper articles published between
2002 and 2016 in order to suggest that journalists based in Canada, the United States, the
United Kingdom, and France differ in the extent to which they convey narratives of the
Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library that are in line with those put forth by U.S. military.
In the fourth chapter I investigate the ideological aspects of culture and language
governing the rewriting of the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library as told through the
fictitious lens of Camp X-Ray (2014). I examine key dialogue between two actors in the
film: one, a detainee, the other, a guard. I note that Sattler’s plotline relies on an
ideological position that discounts the linguistic and cultural diversity of detainees.

1.6 Research Goals
A larger goal of the research is to interrogate the role that ideology and power has played
in the construction and maintenance of a controversial military library at Guantánamo. In
wartime the ideological value of military libraries is further complicated and
complemented by the fact that whether donated or purchased, books distributed to
detainees represent a set of policy decisions designed by the Department of Defense to
determine how much information access and intellectual stimulation detainees deserve. A
library is simultaneously a place, an institution, a service, an idea, and a collection. It is
polyvalent and above all a complex entity. Each library serves multiple functions in any
given society, and it would be impossible to interrogate all of their roles individually.
This work has as a goal to prompt theorists to reconsider the social significance of
military prison libraries in particular.
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1.7 The Limits of Library Research
Academics, non-profit organizations, and library theorists in the United States are
currently working together to redefine and reimagine the libraries of the twenty-first
century. In February 2015 the Knight Foundation gave an open call for ideas focused on
advancing libraries to better serve individuals and communities (Barr and Bracken 2015:
1). In 2014 Jon Palfrey published BiblioTech: Why Libraries Matter More Than Ever in
the Age of Google (2014). He makes the argument that if libraries are to survive
dwindling government funding and the waves of technophilia sweeping across the United
States, they need to digitize their resources. Palfrey argues that library opponents and
supporters alike consider the identity crisis that modern libraries are collectively
experiencing. He suggests that “libraries must increasingly compete with commercial
establishments that offer free wireless Internet access and a place to gather, such as
Starbucks. In the midst of all this change, libraries of all sizes and types are forced to
make the case for their own relevance. The problem is that libraries need to provide both
physical materials and spaces as well as state of the art digital access and services” (2014:
9-10).
The problem with Palfrey’s text is that it focuses almost wholly on academic and
public libraries and consequently ignores specialized libraries, such as prison libraries. It
is not surprising that many scholars would choose to focus on the libraries that they
themselves have used.16 It is difficult to research and examine libraries that are physically
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The histories of libraries that have emerged in the twenty-first century are profound, eloquent
meditations on the future of books and bibliophiles, but they privilege accessible if not affluent
reading rooms. See Matthew Battles, Widener: Biography of a Library (2004) and Steele et al.,
The Living Library: An Intellectual Ecosystem (2015) for evidence of this trend.
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inaccessible and whose inventories are difficult to obtain. The challenges that
researchers encounter are epitomized by the detainee libraries run by the U.S. Army in
the aftermath of the September 11 attacks. In particular there is a precedent of deemphasizing the importance of prison libraries. Robert Stearns notes that “criminologists
and corrections professionals rarely even mention libraries in their research.17 The prison
library literature consists chiefly of what the librarians themselves have contributed…”
(2004: 62).
Libraries and prisons differ drastically: these are not institutions that organically
complement each other.18 Library practices and discourses form a field cultivated almost
exclusively by librarians and students of library science. Prison studies is a domain
actively shaped by a variety of stakeholders: social scientists, clinical psychologists,
lawyers, auditors, prison managers, journalists, authors, filmmakers, and architects (De
Giorgi 2013; Bell 2013; Wacquant 2013; Hörnqvist 2013; Barker 2013). Scholarship
pertaining to prison and military libraries has been conducted largely in the confines of
library science programs, and as a result there is no pre-established theoretical template
for interpreting the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library.
Since 2002 scholars have flooded academic journals with articles about the
Guantánamo military commissions but have generally failed to write about the
Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library. There are multiple factors in play. Very few
individuals have been granted access to the space itself. This issue is further complicated
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Some scholars have called for a shift in focus in the study of control and prisons. In their
analysis of penal architecture and culture, Sara Armstrong and Lesley McAra (2006: 23) call for
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which [sic] have only become visible under current conditions.”
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Moreover, prison studies and library science represent two distinct fields guided by different
methodologies.
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by the fact that the Department of Defense runs the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library,
making it subject to protocols of the U.S. military. As a result civilian journalists
untrained in military justice struggle with the rules and regulations that govern it.19
More importantly they must work through the Freedom of Information Act request
system required to obtain information about how the Department of Defense treats
detainees.

1.8 Previous Studies on Prison and Detainee Libraries
Though scholars have largely neglected military/prison library research, several studies
have attempted to create a foundation for discourse. The research by Tammi Arford
(2013), Andrew Wertheimer (2004), and Trista Raezer (2008) is important. Together
they provide a foundation for understanding the logistical, spatial, ethical, and legal
challenges of examining prison, detainee, and military libraries. I find their work
instructive, because it collectively draws on descriptive methodologies to discuss library
inventories as well as their circulation methods and scope.
In “Captive Knowledge: Censorship and Control in Prison Libraries” Tammi
Arford studies censorship and control in prison libraries. She asks:
(1) What is the purpose of the library within the prison context?
(2) How is prisoners’ access to reading materials in prison libraries censored by
institutional regulations and individuals who work in the prison?
(3) What types of information, knowledge, and materials are censored, and what
are the social, cultural, and institutional processes and interactions that shape
censorship?
(4) How do prison librarians’ attitudes, values, and beliefs influence censorship?
(Arford 2013: 10)
Arford relies heavily on 162 surveys and 26 in-depth interviews with American state
19
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prison librarians in order to address formal and informal mechanisms of censorship. A
prison abolitionist, Arford endeavors to delineate the ethical, methodological, and even
spatial problems that prison librarians encounter as they attempt to navigate a complex
system, a hierarchy headed by prison wardens. To support her central thesis that
censorship constitutes an “exercise of power,” (Arford 2013: 13), she constructs a
typology of censored materials: (a) items considered a risk to the safety and security of
the institution and (b) materials deemed to be “counter to the goal of rehabilitation”
(2013: 3). Arford’s work focuses on prison librarians more than the inventories of prison
libraries, and she should be commended for emphasizing the challenges they face.
In Andrew Wertheimer’s (2004) groundbreaking dissertation, "Japanese American
Community Libraries in America's Concentration Camps, 1942-1946," he argues that
most of the reading facilities were the product of grassroots efforts by the interned,
instead of resulting from any formal policies or informal practices. Wertheimer reflects
on the challenges of examining a library system that is shaped by warfare. He explains
that "this dissertation is the first study of libraries in America's concentration camps. It
joins the literature on 'libraries in hell,' which includes the legal, semi-legal and
clandestine libraries operated in Soviet Gulags, and the Jewish ghettos of Nazi Europe"
(2004: 5). He concludes that these " 'libraries in hell' and local public libraries served as
agents of social control, though they proved capable of facilitating personal liberation"
(2004: 197).
Trista Raezer's work on libraries in American German Prisoner of War Camps
during World War II also provides a point of comparison. In "Libraries in American
German Prisoner of War Camps during World War II,” she evaluates the ways in which
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prison libraries impacted the experiences of captured German soldiers. Raezer’s most
essential finding is inherently problematic: she asserts, "Research on the treatment of the
German prisoners reveals that they were treated so well that many wanted to become
American citizens afterwards" (2008: iv, added emphasis). Raezer's research illustrates a
key difficulty that hinders camp and detainee library historians: primary sources are hard
to locate, in this case because after World War II, many Prisoner of War camps designed
for Germans were rebuilt or demolished, making it impossible to examine the libraries as
they were originally designed. The limitations are not only spatial. Echoing problems
established by Jake Spidle (1975: 1), Raezer articulates, "POWs are either dead or too
elderly for oral history interviews" (2008: 3).

1.9 Linguistic Isolation in Guantánamo
I pause for a moment to consider Peter Jan Honigsberg's "Linguistic Isolation: A New
Human Rights Violation Constituting Torture, and Cruel, Inhuman, and Degrading
Treatment" (2014). In his article Honigsberg uses a case-study model to focus on how
the Department of Defense has developed a penal system that enforces linguistic isolation
amongst non-English and non-Arabic speaking detainees. Honigsberg's piece charts new
territory in that it is the first to focus on the phenomenon of isolation by language barriers
in Guantánamo; he alludes to the interplay between language, power, ideology, and
control but does not develop a framework to evaluate the ways in which these elements
interact. Instead he faults a large body of literature in international law for accepting a
limited definition of isolation in the context of detention. In his case study, Honigsberg
does not focus on the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library as a space or mechanism that
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facilitated linguistic isolation. The detainee that he features in his work sought books and
materials but was denied reading materials for almost all of his time in the U.S. Naval
Station.
Honigsberg touches briefly on the question of imprisonment, but he does not
thoroughly incorporate the Detainee Library into his research, nor does he develop a
conceptual framework that incorporates language, power, ideology, and control. He
muses, "There may have been yet another reason for the military’s denial of materials or
library books in any language to the detainees. The military was afraid that the detainees
would write notes to each other in the margins of the reading materials. The military
feared that it would not always be able to translate what was written, or perhaps even
overlook the writings" (2014: 14). Unfortunately Honigsberg's evidence for his latter
claim about the U.S. military's fear of the untranslatable is anecdotal and taken from a
conversation he had with an unnamed military guide at Guantánamo (2014: 40).
Despite the limited scope of his research, I agree completely with Honigsberg's
assertion that linguistic isolation, or isolation by language barriers as it is sometimes
called, may rise to the level of torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment. I also
appreciate his attention to the important role exercised by interrogators and interpreters
alike in providing detainees with occasional exposure to their native languages. I depart
from his research in one key regard: I do not believe that the Detainee Library and its
mechanisms are wholly isolating (or enriching for that matter). The narratives that I
evaluate in the forthcoming chapters suggest the myriad ways in which ideology,
language, and power interact in the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library.
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1.10 A Preliminary Word on Terminology
Guantánamo is first and foremost a Spanish name, and therefore I have chosen to
be consistent throughout this thesis by using its accented Spanish form over the
Anglicized version employed by most writers in the United States. Additionally I use the
terms “GiTMO” and the “U.S. Naval Base at Guantánamo Bay” interchangeably. The
terminology that describes the hierarchy of subcamps in GiTMO is complex and
continues to be rigorously dissected among American policymakers, political theorists,
human rights activists, and other stakeholders. 20
I take special care in this thesis to standardize my terminology. I employ the word
“detainee” to describe individuals, who the U.S. government held in Guantánamo against
their will. According to the Oxford English Dictionary the primary definition of
“detainee” is “a person detained in custody, usually on political grounds and in an
emergency, without or pending formal trial.”21 This is a term that researchers with
differing ideological positions have adopted. Sam El-haj spent six years in Guantánamo,
and after his release he authored a piece for the International Review of the Red Cross
entitled “A Guantánamo Detainee’s perspective” (2012). A few years earlier Marc
Falkoff edited Detainees Speak (2007) and dedicated it to his “friends inside the wire,
Mahmoad, Majid, Yasein, Saeed, Abdulsalam, Mohammed, Adnan, Jamal, Othman,
Adil, Mohamed, Abdulmalik, Sadeq, Farouk, Salman, and Makhtar” (Falkoff 2007: i). In
this thesis I do not use this term, because it is preferred by the U.S. military.22 Detainees
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are prisoners. Here again I return to the Oxford English Dictionary, where a prisoner is “a
person who has been captured or who has surrendered to an opponent in war; a captive.”
Another researcher of Guantánamo, A. Naomi Paik uses the words “detainee” and
“detention” in her writing and comments on the difficulty of relying on terms whose
meanings are contested.
While these terms are imprecise and even distorting, I nevertheless draw on them
for two reasons. I follow the lead of my sources, but more important, my use of
these terms highlights the contradiction between the confinement of the subjects
of this study and their status as rightless people who were removed to the camp
without recognition of their rights like due process. (Paik 2016: 232)
Here it is helpful to consider what John Searle wrote in his book Expression and Meaning
(1985):
Strictly speaking, whenever we talk about the metaphorical meaning of a word,
expression, or sentence, we are talking about what a speaker might utter it to be,
in a way that departs from what a word, expression, or sentence actually means.
We are, therefore, talking about possible speaker’s intentions. (Searle 1985: 77)
In this passage Searle is clearly proposing a distinction between what speakers of a word
intend to convey and what that word means according to its entry in a dictionary. One
obvious takeaway from Searle’s writing is that the positionality of the speaker matters.
In January 7, 2012 Murat Kurnaz published “Notes from a Guantánamo Survivor” in the
New York Times. Activists and writers have employed the term “survivor” in a number of
pieces, and in many publications, “detainee” and “survivor” appear in the same
paragraph.23
I use the term “detainee,” because when the U.S. military opened the detention
camp and consequently created the Detainee Library, individuals held in Guantánamo
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were not permitted a formal trial. In the U.S. Supreme Court case Rasul v. Bush (2004),
Justice John Paul Stevens wrote the majority opinion that mandated that U.S. courts have
the authority to determine whether foreign nationals held in Guantánamo are wrongfully
imprisoned. Two Australians and twelve Kuwaitis “filed suits under federal law
challenging the legality of their detention, alleging that they had never been combatants
against the United States or engaged in terrorist acts, and that they have never been
charged with wrongdoing, permitted to consult counsel, or provided access to courts or
other tribunals.”24 In this case the Court ruled that the habeas corpus statute, 28 U.S.C. §
2241, can be applied to detainees; in other words following Rasul v. Bush, detainees
could challenge their detention in U.S. federal courts. This decision drastically altered
the legal options available to detainees, but it had a limited impact on their daily lives
in Guantánamo and the resources that they were permitted.
A. Naomi Paik writes eloquently about the legal challenges that detainees have
faced in the past fourteen years, and I want to draw attention to the terminology that she
invokes.
The law cannot effectively challenge the U.S. state’s power to indefinitely detain
prisoners, because the law is one tool the state uses to produce rightlessness. The
detainees have therefore looked to other means of challenging their imprisonment
outside the parameters of the law. But their efforts….have made the detainee
body itself a terrain of the power struggle between them and their captors. (A.
Naomi Paik 2016: 187)
I have avoided using the term "wartime libraries" for three specific reasons. Firstly the
U.S. government has not formally declared war since June of 1942, despite its many
subsequent armed conflicts and military invasions, including most recently those in the
24
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Middle East. Furthermore World War II was the last time that library historians alluded
to "libraries during wartime."25 Thirdly as Mary Dudziak (2012: 6) explains, wartime can
often serve as a fluid temporal marker. Even if the U.S. withdraws its military from
Afghanistan and Iraq, it is possible that the U.S. Naval Base at Guantánamo Bay will
remain in operation. To avoid confusion I use the term “Detainee Library” to allude to the
resources specifically at GiTMO.
The U.S. Department of Defense and the Joint Task Force Guantánamo call the
subject of this study the Detainee Library. American media outlets have occasionally
referred to it as a prison library.26 It is not my aim to use this thesis as an opportunity to
cast judgment on how the U.S. government has classified the individuals it has detained
and placed in Guantánamo Bay.27 Nonetheless I use the term Detainee Library, as it does
not inherently imply that the practices, policies, and protocols upheld by the Joint Task
Force Guantánamo mirror those of U.S. prison librarians. In this regard my choice of
phrasing honors the terminology invoked by the U.S. Department of Defense, the branch
of the U.S. government responsible for creating and maintaining the reading facilities at
the U.S. Naval Base, but my usage of the term “Detainee Library” should not be taken as
an endorsement of the detention facility.
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CHAPTER 2
TELLING THE STORY OF THE GUANTÁNAMO BAY DETAINEE
LIBRARY FACILITIES: AN INVENTORY, AN IDEOLOGY
Ways of arranging books:
– alphabetically
– by continent or country
– by color
– by date of acquisition
– by date of publication
– by format
– by genre
– by major periods of literary history
– by language
– by priority for future reading
– by binding
– by series
None of these classifications is satisfactory by itself. In practice, every library is ordered
starting from a combination of these modes of classification, whose relative weighting,
resistance to change, obsolescence, and persistence give every library a unique
personality.
Georges Perec (1997: 153)
The very fact of knowing that the books in a library are set up according to a rule,
whichever that may be, grants them preconceived identities, even before we open their
first pages.
Alberto Manguel (2006: 36)
In this chapter I begin by providing a short history of the Guantánamo Bay Detainee
Library and focus specifically on what is known about its collection development,
cataloguing methodologies, classification system, circulation policies, access, and budget.
I examine these aspects of the library in large part because Richard Harvey Brown and
Beth Davis Brown (1998: 1) identify them as having ideological undertones. In this
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section I depend on facts and figures extracted both from primary documents from the
Department of Defense as well as from newspaper articles written by journalists who
have visited the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library between 2002 and 2016.
I use the remainder of the chapter to review a list of titles in the Detainee
Library obtained by Dr. Susan Maret through a Freedom of Information Act request.28 I
explore the complicated history of multilingual biblioservice, namely the attempts of
libraries to provide reading materials in multiple languages (Massey, Weeks and Druin
2005; Borgman 1997; Dan Wu, Daqing He, and Bo Luo 2012; Zielinska 1976). I then
count the number of books available in Arabic, Chinese, English, French, German,
Italian, Kazakh, Pashto, Persian, Russian, Serbo-Croatian, Spanish, Somali, Swahili,
Turkish, Uighur, Urdu and Uzbek. Finally I analyze the ideological implications of
organizing a library by language group.

2.1 The Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library: Preliminary Facts and Figures
By their location and legal status, prison libraries operate on principles that differ
fundamentally from the workings of most traditional public and university libraries. They
are distinct in their structure, their staff, and their mission. Whereas most American
libraries are places for people to convene, contemplate, discover, gather, ponder, reflect,
and research, prison libraries are dictated by policies and practices that are inherently
rigid and restrictive. They are as institutions known for censoring content and limiting
access. Tammi Arford explains another quality that distinguishes prison libraries:
"Though libraries still exist in most prisons, many are not staffed by professional
28

I include a sample of the inventory list that was originally delivered to Dr. Maret in Appendix
A.
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librarians and even more lack adequate resources, often depending solely on donations to
build their collections" (Arford 2013: 27). William Coyle (1987: 1) finds that some aim
to instruct or rehabilitate incarcerated individuals through faith and morality, and research
by Jonathan Abel (2013: 1171) indicates that others aim to occupy prisoners so guards
can have more free time.
Preliminary evidence suggests that the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library has all
of the characteristics of traditional prison libraries. The collection fluctuates in size and
occasionally shrinks due to formal censorship. Furthermore, the staff of the Detainee
Library has little experience in library science (Gary 2012: 1). When asked to justify the
Library itself, many members of the U.S. military working in the Guantánamo Bay
Detainee Library shared reasoning that mirrored that of their peers working on
continental U.S. soil. For example a cultural advisor of the Joint Task Force—
Guantánamo explained, “Some people look and ask why we give them, (the detainees)
[sic] so much. They have to realize how much we are doing for the guard force by
keeping that detainee busy" (Gary 2012: 1).
The Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library is a military prison library under the
control of the Joint Task Force—Guantánamo. In 2009 the Department of Defense
revealed its book circulation policies: “Library staff distributes books weekly to detainees
in all camps, and all detainees are permitted to maintain at least three books and one
magazine at a time. Compliant detainees in Camps 1, 2, 3, 5, 6 and 7 are allowed four
books and two magazines at a time, and Camps Echo, Iguana and 4 are allowed five
books, three magazines and one personal DVD at a time” (Department of Defense 2009:
33). Reading materials are available in the following 19 languages: Arabic, Chinese,
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English, French, German, Italian, Kazakh, Pashto, Persian, Russian, Serbo-Croatian,
Spanish, Somali, Swahili, Tajik, Turkish, Uighur, Urdu, and Uzbek.29 The majority of
individuals stocking, shelving, and maintaining the facility are not trained as librarians;
they are military personnel with no formal background in library science.30 Multiple
journalists have revealed that the chief librarian is a “Pentagon contractor” (Rosenberg
2012: 1), but the Joint Task Force of Guantánamo has not provided any information
regarding the extent of his training in librarianship.
There is tension between civilian and military reporters about what to call the
reading facilities.31 Most U.S. journalists have opted to call the facility a “prison library”
(Savage 2013: 1) rather than the term used by the U.S. Joint Task Force of Guantánamo:
“detainee library” (Gary 2012: 1).32 Many questions remain about book collection but
one central question lingers: what kind of library is it exactly?33 This is a question that
has prompted considerable debate.
The collection of books at the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library has grown
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The Review of Department Compliance with President’s Executive Order on Detainee
Conditions of Confinement states that there are reading materials available in 18 unlisted
languages. This statement conflicts with an inventory of books released by the Department of
Defense in 2013, which puts the count closer to 19 languages (Maret 2013: 1). I address this issue
in greater detail later in this chapter in section 2.3.3.
30
For more regarding the personal testimonies of detainee librarians, see Spc. Kelly Gary, "In the
Library: A Look Inside the JTF Detainee Library," The Wire 12 (44). Carol Rosenberg, a civilian
reporter, has indicated that the chief librarian is a “Department of Defense contractor” (2013: 1).
31
In this thesis I use “Detainee Library” as shorthand to refer to the Guantánamo Bay Detainee
Library. Instances of “detainee library” in the lowercase refer to other detainee libraries.
32
In April 2013 Charlie Savage launched a blog that invited journalists to submit photographs of
bookshelves in the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library. Savage contributed the first image, a
picture of a warn copy of “Too Far from Home: A Story of Life and Death in Space” by Chris
Jones (Savage 2013: 1).
33
In his book Improbable Libraries, one scholar, Alex Johnson, goes so far as to characterize the
Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library as a "not library" (Johnson 2015: 270). I take issue with his
claim, because it exacerbates a recurrent problem in recent attempts to examine the Detainee
Library: instead of examining its institutional practices and protocols, scholars are squabbling
over what to call it.
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during the past 14 years. In an article written for the Miami Herald, Carol Rosenberg
(2016: 1) estimated that the Detainee Library contained 35,000 books, magazines, games,
and DVDs.34 U.S. Department of Defense documents indicate that reading materials
could come from three possible sources: the International Committee of the Red Cross,
civilians, or the Joint Task Force of Guantánamo (Department of Defense 2010: 9).
Carol Rosenberg is one of the few journalists who has written extensively about the
source of donations at the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library. In one article Rosenberg
(2016: 1) interviews an Army captain in charge of the Detainee Diversion Program; he
admits that his staff no longer has a budget for new acquisitions.35 In another piece she
discloses that lawyers and the International Committee of the Red Cross are responsible
for most donations (Rosenberg 2015: 1).36
In October 2013 Rosenberg wrote a profile of an anonymous donor whose father had
died at the World Trade Center during the attacks of September 11, 2001. The donor had come
to observe the U.S. military tribunal proceedings involving Khalid Sheik Mohammed and
his four alleged co-conspirators; he donated 71 books to the Joint Task Force of
Guantánamo.
Name a classic you read in school and it’s probably there — from John Steinbeck
to William Shakespeare to Mark Twain. Also, four novels by Haruki Murakami,
who happens to be the donor’s favorite author. About half are in Arabic or are
dual Arabic-English side-by-side translations…As for the prisoners, he said:
“Regardless of what they did — and I believe they are in fact guilty — I have a
choice: I can either try to help another human escape from darkness or I can look
34

Her exact phrase is “35,000-item collection of books, magazines, games and DVDs”
(Rosenberg 2016: 1).
35
There is no publicly available declassified information about the current or former budget of
the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library.
36
Information about which lawyers donated books to the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library is
only anecdotal. Clive Stafford Smith (2013: 1) published a partial list of books that the Joint Task
Force of Guantánamo had barred him from sharing with his clients; he is the only habeas corpus
lawyer to write publicly about a list of reading materials he attempted to share.
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away and do nothing. And I chose to help.” He would not say how much he spent
on the books, just that he got them from four vendors, one an online Arabiclanguage bookseller. (Rosenberg 2013: 1)
Despite these donations the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library has also experienced
periods of shrinkage.37
The 2004 Camp Delta Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) differs from the
2003 edition in several substantial ways. The 2003 SOP instructs interpreters to screen
new publication titles and reject any books with the following content:
(1) Extremism (Modernist writing that incites Jihad)
(2) Militant Islam / Militant Jihad
(3) Anti-American topics
(4) Anti-Semitic topics
(5) Anti-Western topics
(6) Any military topic
(7) Sexual situations (Joint Task Force of Guantánamo 2003: 15.4-15.5)
The 2004 edition adds four more categories that librarians are instructed to not circulate:
(8) Dictionaries
(9) Language Instruction
(10) Technology/Medical Updates
(11) Geography (Joint Task Force of Guantánamo 2004: 15.5)
It is unclear whether the Joint Task Force of Guantánamo revised the SOP after 2004 to
limit or permit additional materials.38
Cataloguing and classification in the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library deviates
from traditional practices in public and university libraries in the United States. All books
are catalogued in one of 21 categories, 19 of which represent language groups.
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One way to detect changes in the inventory list is to examine amendments to the Camp Delta
Standard Operating Procedures; this military policy document often dictates minor changes to
aspects of the detention camp that cannot be detected easily by members of the media.
38
At the time of writing, the SOP from 2005 onwards have not been declassified, although some
veterans (Hickman 2015: 32) allude to them in books they have authored after their deployment
at the U.S. Naval Station in Guantánamo Bay ended.
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The categories include Arabic, Chinese, English, French, German, Italian, Kazakh,
Pashto, Persian, Russian, Serbo-Croatian, Spanish, Somali, Swahili, Tajik, Turkish,
Uighur, Urdu, and Uzbek.39 There are also two additional categories: picture books and
Shiite material. It is unclear who developed this system of categorization, but it
represents a deviation from traditional U.S. library norms and classification systems.40
The Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library is a facility for detainees, but detainees
themselves are not allowed to peruse the shelves. Instead members of the military allow
detainees to select materials from a bookmobile that is taken to their cells.41 Detainees
also have access to newspapers that the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library receives on a
daily or weekly basis.42 Many members of the military have access to the facility,
including chaplains, linguists, and military librarians.43 The Detainee Library has also
received visits from members of the press, from the United States and elsewhere. It has
occasionally been included as a stop in the tour of the detention camp, when members of
the U.S. Congress have traveled to the U.S. Naval Station.44
Little is known about the size of the budget of the Guantánamo Bay Detainee
Library, though Carol Rosenberg (2015: 1) has reported that as of late 2015 the library
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See Appendix B for a full breakdown of the languages represented in the inventory list of the
Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library.
40
For more on the many ways that books can be sorted and stocked, see Manguel, The Library at
Night (2005: 40).
41
Between 2002 and 2016 many defense attorneys donated books to the Detainee Library. It is
not possible in the scope of this thesis to verify what percentage of donations the Joint Task Force
of Guantánamo accepted.
42
Captain Scholl confirmed this detail in an interview with Breitbart News (quoted in Schachtel
2015: 1).
43
This policy is established in the SOP (2003: 92; 2004: 38)
44
We can only know from statements to the press, which congressional officials have visited the
Detainee Library. For example, Senators Bernie Sanders (Sanders 2014: 1) and Marco Rubio
(Rubio n.d.: 1) both wrote about or released photos documenting their trips to the U.S. Naval
Base, but neither mentioned the Detainee Library specifically.
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staff no longer had funds to purchase additional texts. In 2003 and 2004, the Standard
Operating Procedures included the following text: “Funding for new reading material
purchases will be requested through [sic] normal J-4 process” (Joint Task Force of
Guantánamo 2003: 15.4; Joint Task Force of Guantánamo 2004: 15.5). Indeed it is
difficult to find any details about the cost of specific components of the detention camp.
The only available comparison is related to the construction of a soccer field for
detainees. In 2012 Rear Admiral David Woods disclosed that military contractors Burns
and Roe Services and Dick Corp received $744,000 to build a 28,000 square-foot soccer
field that includes a soft gravel walking track, security cameras, and a high fence topped
with razor wire.45
One plausible reason why the Joint Task Force of Guantánamo (JTF) has not
shared details about budget of the Detainee Library is simple: U.S. presidential
candidates in the 2016 election cycle have tended either to cite the cost of keeping the
detention camp open or indicate that the JTF is spending too much on detainee care. In a
speech about U.S. tax policy, Donald Trump made the following statement.
We just spent a million dollars building a soccer field. Okay. A soccer field for
our prisoners that happen to be in Guantánamo. Okay. I don't like that. What do
you need a million dollars for that? Level out the surface. Let them play. What do
you need to spend a million dollars? We just spent. There's a story today. A
million dollars on a soccer field? How do you spend a million dollars on a soccer
field? You have a level piece of land. Throw them a ball, let them play soccer, if
they have to play at all.46
No U.S. president has thus far commented on the cost of the Detainee Library.
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For more information about this disclosure, see Jane Sutton, “Guantánamo Commander
Defends $744,00 Soccer Field” (2012).
46
For the full video, see Les Grossman NEW OFFICIAL CHANNEL. “Donald Trump Tax
Policy News Conference. Trump Unveils Tax Plan,” YouTube video, 25:01, September 28, 2015,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d7E4bq-woHU. Transcription by the author.
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maintaining the Detainee Library.
2.2 Stocking Multilingual Libraries
Scholars in North America have grappled extensively with the challenges of providing
multilingual biblioservice to readers. Marie Zielinska (1976: 441) probes how Canadian
public libraries sought to satisfy the needs of their bilingual readers. Others (Witten et al.
2005; Borgman 1997; Wu et al. 2012) suggest various ways for digital libraries to
develop multilingual and multicultural collections. The United States has a rich legacy of
multilingual librarianship in its university and public libraries, but that diversity is absent
in many prison libraries. Moreover prison scholars and librarians (Vogel 2009) have only
written anecdotally about the lack of reading materials available to incarcerated and
detained populations on U.S. soil.

2.2.1 Libraries in Prisoner of War Camps in the United States
There is well-documented evidence of how specialized libraries during World War II
maintained multilingual collections. Here, I examine the linguistic profile of three
libraries that belonged to wartime detention centers: (1) libraries in U.S. German Prisoner
of War Camps, (2) Japanese-American community libraries in U.S. internment camps,
and (3) the Theresienstadt Ghetto Central Library, 1942-45.
Trista Raezer's M.A. thesis at San Jose State University (2008) focuses on the
culture and book collections belonging to American German Prisoner of War (POW)
Camps during World War II. Her study is significant, because it examines how POW
Libraries grew. She establishes that there were three main mechanisms that POWs could
use to acquire new books: "Books were sent to soldiers by their families. The camp
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libraries were stocked by the International Committee of the Red Cross and the War
Prisoner's Aid of the International Young Men's Christian Association (YMCA). POWs
were also allowed to purchase their own books, or purchase books for the libraries"
(Raezer 2008: 4). Raezer admits that the role of books in the re-education program in the
POW camps remains a “subject that is in great need of more scholarly work…” (Raezer
2008: 11). She indicates that there was on average 1050 books per 200 POWs (Raezer
2008: 11) and that “the Provost Marshal General and the Special Projects Division
provided camp libraries for the POWs not only to fulfill the obligations of the Geneva
Convention, but also to re-educate and influence the minds of the POWS” (Raezer 2008:
16).
Raezer uses archival material to document the origins of the libraries in the POW
camps.
The initial existence of libraries in the camps is due to the work of [Major General
Allen W.] Guillion. On March 31, 1942, before the large waves of German POWs
arrived, Guillon wrote to the YMCA’s War Prisoner’s Aid accepting their offer of
recreational and welfare aid. This included the “furnishing of libraries and special
books.” This letter established the start to a long and rewarding relationship
between the YMCA and the PMGO….Due to Guillion’s attitudes against reeducation and his desire to adhere strongly to the Geneva Convention the books
going to the POWs during this time were not under the heavy-handed censorship
that would happen later in the war. (Raezer 2008: 26-27)
Raezer devotes an entire chapter to POW libraries in the United States during World War
II. She relies heavily on the results of a survey that the U.S. government distributed in
1945 in order to assess the quality of its POW libraries. The survey inquired about the
following points.
1. Are library and reading room facilities adequate for the use of all prisoners of
war?
2. How many volumes are contained in the library?
3. What percentage of the books are in constant circulation?
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4. Attach a list of all books in the library, exclusive of textbooks, by title, author,
and language.
5. If the present supply of books is inadequate, how many additional books and
what type are needed?
6. What percentage of the prisoners of war use the library and reading rooms?
7. What is the chief source of supply for books?
8. Has a system of rotation of books between base and branch camps been
arranged?
9. Have the prisoners of war specifically requested that certain books be placed
on sale in the canteen?
10. Are sufficient German-English and English-German dictionaries available?
11. Attach a list of the newspapers and magazines in English and German now in
the camp and also those requested by the prisoners.
12. Are the prisoners of war informed about such sources of books as the Modern
Library, Pocketbook Editions, and Infantry-Penguin Series?
13. What action is recommended as necessary in the field?47 (Raezer 2008: 53)
Raezer examines 21 of the returned surveys for her thesis. All together the POW libraries
are said to have had 64,985 books with an average of 3095 books per library (Raezer
2008: 53). The breadth and content of the collection of each surveyed POW library varied
greatly: for example, Camp Colona, Michigan had 15 books in total, but Camp Dermott,
Arkansas had more than 9,000 books (Raezer 2008: 54).
On April 23, 1945, Colonel A. J. Lamoureaux wrote a memo to all POW camp
commanders in the United States and emphasized the importance of books (Raezer 2008:
56).
People have become increasingly accustomed to a plentiful supply of books and
magazines in civilian life. They provide friendship when a man is lonely;
stimulate his mind when he is bored; serve as a release for his tensions; broaden
his horizons; fortify his spirit; and deepen his understand. The easy availability of
books has become one of the fundamentals of our democracy….[Books] fulfill
their functions only when properly arranged, displayed and made available. A
library is not a room full of books; a library is a service.48
I want to pause here for a moment and speculate briefly on what factors might have made
47

See Field Service Camp Survey, February 1945. Box No. 1608. National Archives.
See Memorandum to Camp Commanders, Prisoner of War Camps from Colonel A. J.
Lamoureaux, 23 April 1945. Box No. 1642. National Archives.
48
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the U.S. government so committed to providing such a well-developed collection of
books to German POWs. Raezer makes the point that “everything the Red Cross
representatives witnessed was reported back to Switzerland and Germany. Thus, if the
United States did something wrong, the Nazi’s [sic] could retaliate and do the same thing
to the American POWs” (Raezer 2008: 45). During World War II the Nazis are said to
have captured a total of 98,312 American prisoners of war (Spiller 1998: 1), and the U.S.
military detained and took “nearly a half million German men…to every corner of the
United States to live as POWs until hostilities ended” (Raezer 2008: 18).
We need to consider the asymmetry of power in the case of Guantánamo. The
U.S. government has detained more than 770 individuals from more than forty different
countries since 2002. Scott Gartner noted that in 2003 that “with MIA and POW figures
in the single digits (compared, for example, to almost 8,000 from the Korean War) Iraq
and Afghanistan reflect a historic change in America’s ability to rapidly locate missing
military personnel” (Gartner 2013: 1). In 2014 by most accounts the only American POW
thought to be left in either Iraq or Afghanistan was Bowe Bergdahl (Friedman 2014: 1),
and he was detained by the Taliban, not the Afghan government. When the Joint Task
Force of Guantánamo created its detention camp in 2002, therefore, it did not have to
proceed with the same level of caution that the Department of Defense did at the height
of World War II.49

2.2.2 Libraries in Japanese-American Internment Camps
Andrew B. Wertheimer (2004) has written the most extensive history of Japanese-
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Very few members of the U.S. military have been detained as POWs between 2002 and 2016.
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American internment camp libraries; he focuses on the facilities belonging to 16
detention centers on the West Coast. He demonstrates that these libraries differed from
those in American German Prisoner of War Camps, as well as those belonging to the
Theresienstadt Ghetto Central Library, in their linguistic compilation. Interned JapaneseAmericans sought reading material for many of the same reasons as did their German and
Jewish counterparts, but many of them faced a distinct form of isolation: the U.S. Army’s
Wartime Civil Control Administration policy was to confiscate all Japanese language
books, magazines, and phonograph records. Wertheimer explains that “although the
Japanese-language books confiscated in the centers were eventually released, the [War
Relocation Authority] maintained vague but effective coercive censorship policies
regarding Japanese-language books without establishing clear or consistent criteria”
(Wertheimer 2004: 198). Californian public libraries treated temporary detention centers
as “nominal branches or deposit stations” (Wertheimer 2004: 72).
Wertheimer’s research also shed lights on the challenges that individuals faced in
trying to fund libraries in detention centers.
The budget question for libraries remained unclear. In August [1942] California
State Librarian Gillis reported to [American Library Association] Headquarters
that West Coast recreation Director Lucy Adams explained that $7,500 would be
allocated for library acquisitions for camps that would hold 10,000, and that
$10,000 would be allocated for camps that held 15,000. Only days before, Gillis
told Adams that she heard from Tule Lake’s director Elmer Shirrell that contrary
to all earlier reports, “no money will be available for the purchase of books.”
(Wertheimer 2004: 108)
Another takeaway from Wertheimer’s dissertation is that tracing the ways in which
detainee libraries obtained their books and, by extension, their funding is no easy feat.
We see the same issue arise in the case of Guantánamo: information about the size of the
budget that the Department of Defense allocated for use in the Detainee Library is hard to
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confirm. It is clear, however, that during World War II a wide network of individuals—
both behind and outside the barbed wire—helped to create reading facilities for JapaneseAmerican detainees. Many of them are recognized by name in Wertheimer’s dissertation.
By contrast, today it remains almost impossible to create a comprehensive list of the
individuals in the U.S. military who have helped to design, stack, and structure the
Detainee Library since its creation in 2002.

2.2.3 The Theresienstadt Ghetto Central Library
In 1941 Reinhard Heydrich, a very high-ranking official in the Nazi regime, announced
the creation of the so-called Theresienstadt Ghetto in northwestern Czechoslovakia. The
German government designed the facility in order to give the impression that the
resettlement of Jews could be successfully achieved by giving them model ghetto
communities to inhabit. The Nazi government went so far as to create a film in 1944
called Der Führer schenkt den Juden eine Stadt (The Führer Gives a City to the Jews).
Ultimately the metropolis was a unique project in deception: artists, writers, and scholars
contributed to an extensive docket of cultural activities and, at various junctures, detained
Jews were even given temporary access to banks, schools, stores, and gardens. It even
contained a library with “over 60,000 books” (Fischel 1998: 55). Many of the titles were
confiscated from arriving Jews. Theresienstadt was not the sanctuary that it claimed to
be; of the approximately 109,000 Jews whom the Nazis sent to the ghetto by the end of
1942, 16,000 died in Theresienstadt and 40,000 others were deported to Lublin, Minsk,
Auschwitz, and elsewhere (Friedman 1998: 173). Martin Winstone (2010: 157) estimates
that by 1945 more than 35,000 people had died in the ghetto.
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In her article " 'People were literally starving for any kind of reading': The
Theresienstadt Ghetto Central Library, 1942-1945," Miriam Intrator (2007) examines
how a select number of Jewish intellectuals sought to accommodate the literary needs of
the camp population. The Theresienstadt Library ultimately contained more than 100,000
volumes; it grew asymmetrically and haphazardly with many books coming first from the
Rabbinical Seminary of Berlin and later from the personal belongings of Jews. Intrator
highlights the challenges of satisfying such a linguistically diverse community: "many
books were in German or Hebrew, an imbalance bemoaned by the camp's majority who
wanted to read for pleasure and escape in their native language, often Czech" (Intrator
2007: 516). One of the designated librarians, Hugo Friedmann, would later lament that
"alas, the stock of Czech books is totally insufficient and unable to meet the minimal
demands of the public" (quoted in Intrator 2007: 516). Although most of the ghetto's
inhabitants were Czech or Austrian, there were also Austrians, Dutch, Danes, and Poles
(Light 1990: 5). Intrator also includes anecdotes by survivors to reveal the ways in which
the dearth of material in their native language(s) challenged them. R. Gabriele S. Silten,
one such survivor, explained:
If I wanted to read, I had to read in German … But I had never learned to read or
write in German. Since I had learned to read in Dutch, I had learned only the
Roman alphabet; the German books in the Theresienstadt library, however, were
printed in gothic characters (Fraktur). Like it or not, I had to learn to decipher
these if I wanted to read. (Silten 1995: 151)
The Theresienstadt Ghetto Central Library differs from the Guantánamo Bay
Detainee Library in a number of ways. Its collection consisted almost exclusively of
books that were taken from the baggage of Jews, many of whom the Nazis later sent to
Treblinka and Auschwitz extermination camps in occupied Poland. The Joint Task Force
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of Guantánamo, to our knowledge, does not permit detainees to bring any books of their
own to the detention camp, and it is believed that all donations accepted, even those
brought by the defense counsel of specific detainees, are brought first to the Detainee
Library for processing.

2.2.4 The Library as a Series of Systems
It is my hope that this thesis can serve as an example of a different type of study, one that
looks at the library first and foremost as the conglomerate of a series of systems. These
systems are not only ideological in nature, they are also linguistic, economic, political,
religious, social, and cultural. We can use this notion of systems to better understand the
complexities of wartime prison libraries and by extension, modern detention centers.
Scholars conducting descriptive studies on the content of wartime prison libraries
place considerable emphasis on the availability or censorship of individual titles. For
example, Raezer (2008: 40) claims that no German Prisoner of War in the United States
could have acquired a copy of Hitler's Mein Kampf, but she fails to delve systematically
into what people and policies influenced book acquisitions, circulation, and classification.
Similar trends surface in prison scholarship and have been discussed, particularly in the
work of Paula Vogel (2009: 13).50 Like its predecessors the Guantánamo Bay Detainee
Library has an ideological system that is the result of many decisions made by a
governmental body. In 2002 the Joint Task Force of Guantánamo worked with a small
team to design and to stock the Detainee Library. In 2016 many questions about the
library’s design remain unanswered. It remains unclear what factors led the Joint Task
50

We also see a continued lack of attention towards the ideological system in previous scholarly
articles that attempt to treat the issue of prison libraries.
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Force of Guantánamo to organize the books first and foremost by language group.
Furthermore there is no record of who decided that the Detainee Library would have
books available in 18 different languages. In 2009 the Department of Defense published
its "Review of Department Compliance with President's Executive Order on Detainee
Conditions of Confinement" (2009) and stated that “a detainee library provides all
detainees with regular access to more than 13,000 books, 900 magazines, and 300 DVDs
– all of which span 18 native languages of the population” (Department of Defense 2009:
34).51 By this statement does the Department of Defense mean to imply that the detainee
population in 2009 collectively spoke only 18 different languages. Did the Department of
Defense take the needs of illiterate detainees into account? How many languages were
spoken by all the 771 detainees who have passed through the U.S. Naval Station of
Guantánamo? Did the Department of Defense add different language groups to the
collection as the detainee population expanded? These are some of the questions that are
beyond the scope of this thesis. In the paragraphs that follow I examine which language
groups dominate the collection of books available in the Detainee Library, and I consider
the ideological implications of the classification method that the Joint Task Force of
Guantánamo adopted.

2.3 An Inventory, An Ideology
In November 24, 2009, Dr. Susan Maret filed a Freedom of Information Act request
and asked the Department of Defense to deliver the following documents.
(1) Administrative responsibility for oversight of the libraries
(2) Annual reports generated by the DOD and library staff concerning library
51

The document is also important, because it reveals that some detainees have access to classes in
Arabic, Pashto, and English (2009: 34).
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management, policies, and services
(3) Contractors that may provide library management and services
(4) DOD regulations governing the management and operation of the Joint Task
Force Detainee Library and the detainee library at Camp Iguana
(5) Library access policies
(6) Library circulation policies and statistics
(7) Library collection development policies
(8) Library staff credentials, including the number of staff holding a MLS or
MLIS (Masters in Library and Information Science)
(9) Library staffing levels
(10) Policy and procedure manuals developed by the DOD and library staff
concerning library management and services
(11) Shelf list or inventory of titles in the libraries' collections
(12) Training materials generated by DOD and library staff concerning library
management, policies, programs, and services. (Maret 2013: 1)
On June 28, 2013, she received an undated document that provides all titles available at
the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library along with their call numbers and authors. I use
her list to determine the categories of classification.
There are many problems with the inventory list delivered by the Department of
Defense. I focus on the issues that are of greatest relevance to this study. The inventory
list breaks content down into eleven distinct categories:
(1) Books
(2) Mags [sic]
(3) DVDs
(4) Articles
(5) AD Read
(6) Newspapers
(7) Other Media
(8) IOE
(9) Dictionaries
(10) Donations to Oz
(11) Library Donations (Maret 2013: 1).
We cannot be entirely sure of what distinguishes "Donations to Oz" from "Library
Donations," and because these items are lacking call numbers, we cannot be sure of their
language. “AD Read” is related to the inventory’s Arabic books, as “AD” is short for
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Arabic in the classification system. I cannot determine for certain the meaning of “IOE,”
but I suspect that it might be related to Innovations in Online Education, Inc., a company
that provides continuing online education for military and spouses posted overseas with
the Department of Defense (Innovations in Online Education, Inc. 2014: 1). Due to space
and time constraints, I examine here the category with the largest collection of reading
materials, namely "Books” (Maret 2013: 1).
No scholar has thus far evaluated the linguistic breakdown of the Guantánamo
Bay Detainee Library by analyzing its inventory. In the remainder of this chapter, I first
assess all of the languages represented in the library; the results are found in Appendix B.
I then examine how many titles are available in each language; this information is
available in Appendix C. I focus on which language groups are most poorly represented
in the inventory.

2.3.1 Obstacles
The inventory of books in the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library presents multiple
challenges. No ISBN or date of publication is included in the Excel spreadsheet. With
only two exceptions, the names of translators are not disclosed, and as a result it is
impossible to determine the edition that is available. I do not tabulate the majority of
bilingual books, as many of them are dictionaries. I also avoid evaluating all books
shelved in SH (presumably Shiite) and PIC (presumably picture books), because it is
impossible to determine their language.
Filing Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests tends to be a complicated
process, but generally agencies are required to respond to a FOIA request in 20 business
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days, excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and legal holidays. Researchers filing FOIA with
the U.S. Southern Command must traditionally contend with a different temporal
framework. Responses such as the one I received are commonplace.
We will be unable to respond to your request within the FOIA’s 20 day statutory
time period as there are unusual circumstances which impact on [sic] our ability
to quickly process your request. These unusual circumstances are: (a) the need to
search for and collect records from a facility geographically separated from this
Office; (b) the potential volume of records responsible to your request; and (c)the
need for consultation with one or more other agencies or DoD components having
a substantial interest in either the determination or the subject matter of the
records. (Villalobos 2016: 2)
Researchers investigating Guantánamo typically accept this type of delay, but some
FOIA filers have worked with legal clinics to compel the Department of Defense and the
U.S. Southern Command to provide files.52 Unsurprisingly Dr. Maret also received a
response of this nature.53 In January 2016 I reproduced her initial FOIA request in order
to try to secure an updated inventory list. However as of May 2016, I am still working
with Marco Villalobos, the FOIA Manager of the United States Southern Command, to
access these documents.54
2.3.2 Findings
It is challenging to decipher trends and patterns that emerge in an inventory of more than
10,000 books. In Appendix D I provide short descriptions of the titles in each language
group. I analyze 10878 book titles across 18 distinct language categories. The language
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To my knowledge no one has yet conducted a comprehensive review of all the FOIA requests
filed with the U.S. Southern Command concerning the U.S. detention camp at Guantánamo Bay.
Individuals wishing to begin this line of research may wish to use FOIA Mapper, an online
resource that lets researchers search FOIA requests by subject and U.S. government agency.
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Susan Maret, telephone interview with author, July 3, 2015.
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I filed four FOIA requests in January 2016, including one to confirm the identities of all of the
journalists, who have visited the U.S. detention camp.
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groups with the most books were: Arabic (7921), English (1166), and Pashto (399). The
next tier of languages includes: Urdu (332), Russian (279), Persian (267), Uighur (166),
French (143). Lastly all of the following language groups had a number of books that fell
in the single or double digits: Uzbek (77) Spanish (49), Chinese (21), Turkish (18),
German (14), Serbo-Croatian (10), Italian (5), Kazakh (5), Tajik (3), Swahili (2), and
Somali (1).55 In the following paragraphs I group my analysis in two categories. The
first category consists of Arabic, English, and Pashto titles. The second category contains
the remaining 15 language groups.

2.3.3 A Coda on the Number of Languages in the Detainee Library
The Review of Department Compliance with President’s Executive Order on Detainee
Conditions of Confinement states that there are reading materials available in 18 unlisted
languages. This statement conflicts with an inventory of books released by the
Department of Defense in 2013, which puts the count closer to 19 languages (Maret
2013: 1). I am unable to determine what language group is meant by “TB,” though Tajik
books are designated as “TJ.” There are three books coded as “TB.” One of the books,
Chorsu, is by the Tajik intellectual and journalist Nur Tabarov. It is possible that “TB” is
meant to refer to Tajiki Persian or Tajik, but it is baffling that Chorsu is coded as “TB,”
rather than “TJ.” The other two titles listed under “TB” are entitled Animal Stories and
The Beginning and End of Love. Given that these titles are listed in English, it is
challenging to make any substantial assertions regarding the language of their content. I
have consulted a number of other library specialists, and the joint hypothesis is that “TB”
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To see this information in the form of a table, see Appendix C.
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could be a typo.

2.3.4 Arabic, English, and Pashto
Of the nearly 8,000 books in Arabic, the majority of them were written by Middle
Eastern writers, such as Taha Hussein, an Egyptian modernist writer; Abdullah Bin
Muhammad al Dawoud, a Saudi author of popular self-help books; Zaki Najib Mahmood,
a contemporary Egyptian intellectual; and Emily Nasrallah, a Lebanese women’s rights
activist and journalist.56 It is challenging to confirm the identities of a number of authors
listed in the Arabic inventory, such as Abdul Qader Jagloul, Rawhi Al Balbaky,
Mohammad Rashid Al Owayed, but I speculate that the works of these authors are likely
not translations. There are very few books in the Arabic language inventory that are
written by individuals from the United States and Europe. Several titles by Dale
Carnegie, the Missouri-born self-help specialist, and Plato are available in translation.
The selection appears not to privilege canonical European novels. There are instead many
books on Islamic jurisprudence and Middle Eastern politics (i.e. an Arabic European
Union and Middle East by Imad Jad and The Credibility of the Arab Media by
Mohammed Sayed), and there are also texts related to European and U.S. political theory.
These Arabic titles include translations of Kissinger's Strategic Thinking by Henry
Kissinger, Victory Without War by Richard Nixon, and Secrets of Capitalism by
Hirnando DeSoto.
There are 1166 English books in the inventory, and almost all of the titles were
originally published in English. They include Three Cups of Tea by Greg Mortenson,
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For a more thorough description of the titles available in each language group, see Appendix D.
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Utopia by Sir Thomas More, Disney My First 1000 Words: A Picture Wordbook by Thea
Feldman and Alan Benjamin, Mother Tongue by Bill Bryson, Too Far from Home by
Chris Jones, Yoga: Postures for Your Body, and Mind and Soul by Jessie Chapman. Some
of the translations that I could confirm were The Dreams by Naguib Mahfouz, Thebes at
War by Naguib Mahfouz, The Gift: Poems by Hafiz, and Rumi: Whispers of the
Beloved.57 Even when added together, however, the number of translations from any
language into English was fewer than 100. Interestingly the majority of books in English
regarding Islam, Middle Eastern cultures, and Asia appeared to be authored by U.S. and
U.K. writers. Professor Robert Hillenbrand's Islamic Art and Architecture and
Kazakhstan in Pictures by Bella Waters are two examples of this sort of text. In general
when English language books do topically address international themes, such as the
Fédération Internationale de Football Association (FIFA), these titles are almost entirely
written by native Anglophones.58 In terms of political content, the English language is
commendable for its bipartisanship. The collection includes The Bridge: The Life and
Rise of Barack Obama by David Remnick; Going Rouge: An American Life by Sarah
Palin; and The Audacity of Hope by Barack Obama.
The majority of the Pashto books are written by Pakistani and Afghan writers.
There are almost no books in the Pashto language inventory that can be identified as
translations from English or European language groups. The collection is infused with
contributions from Afghan political theorists, such as Abdul Jabar Sabit (author of Who
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Sporting Anecdotes by Richard Cashman.
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Destroyed Afghanistan?); Afghan political documents (such as the New Afghanistan
Constitution); and Pashto poetry written by Pashtuns.

2.3.5. The Remaining Language Groups in the Detainee Library
The remaining language groups incorporated in the Detainee Library have few
commonalities. It is difficult to analyze the offerings in the single or double digits, so I do
not attempt to make any generalizations about these collections. There are, however, a
few surprises worth noting. In the Uzbek collection of 77 books, there are only a few
titles that appear to be translations: Memory of Solferino by Henry Dunant, Steppenwolf
by Hermann Hesse, and The Night Doorman by Irving Shaw. In contrast the majority of
the Turkish titles included in the collection are in fact translations of U.S. and U.K.
authors, such as War of Troy, David Copperfield, A Tale of Two Cities, and Great
Expectations. Surprisingly the only books by Orhan Pamuk, the famous Turkish Nobel
Prize recipient, are in English or Uighur. One wonders why military librarians chose to
exclude Turkish authors so rigorously from the collection, especially when contemporary
Turkish novelists have attracted so much international acclaim in the past decade.
Different questions arise in the analysis of the Spanish inventory, which consists
in almost equal parts of translations of Harry Potter and Goosebumps as well as several
Spanish copies of Cervantes' Don Quijote, De La Mancha.59 According to the GiTMO
Docket of the New York Times, of all the detainees to pass through the detention camp
only one came from a country that maintained Spanish as an official language. We can
posit that some number of detainees might have some proficiency in Spanish and that it
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I use the same orthography and capitalization as in the primary source document, the list of
titles provided by the Joint Task Force of Guantánamo to Dr. Susan Maret.
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might serve as link language, but there is no comprehensive proof or evidence to that
effect.
I exclude the books in Chinese, German, Serbo-Croatian, Italian, Kazakh, Somali,
Swahili, and Tajik from analysis, because together these language groups only account
for sixty-one books in the entire inventory. We can hypothesize that detainees who were
monolingual and proficient in only one of these eight languages would most certainly
endure some degree of linguistic isolation. The question that we have to concurrently
pose is: to what extent would they take advantage of literary resources in English, Pashto,
or Arabic to enrich their minds? At this juncture we cannot answer this question.

2.3.6 Evaluating Multilingual Information Access in Guantánamo
Academic literature on Guantánamo, including literature in the social sciences, law and
psychology, has only briefly touched on the experience of being isolated by language.
Peter Honigsberg (2014) and Alexa Koenig (2015) have both used the testimonies of
former detainees to support the hypothesis that the Detention Camp's policies further a
culture of linguistic isolation amongst detainees. Honigsberg (2014: 19) argues that
linguistic isolation deserved to be recognized on its own terms and not as an appendage
to physical or psychological isolation. He is the first to write descriptively about
linguistic isolation as it relates to the experiences of detainees at Guantánamo Bay.
Koenig (2015: 220) incorporates linguistic isolation into her theory of social death at
Guantánamo; she asserts that the Joint Task Force's strategy of separating detainees from
others who spoke their own language created “social islands” in the Detention Camp:
"Lingual isolation was so difficult to endure that some prisoners created disturbances
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within the prison…just to motivate guards to move them to a different block, with the
hope that they would be placed near another detainee who spoke their language” (Koenig
2015: 220).
The inventory of the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library demonstrates that certain
language groups—such as Pashto, Arabic, and English—have collections that span many
different genres. Others—such as French, Italian, Turkish, and Uzbek—number in the
single digits and have very few materials available in translation. Does the Guantánamo
Bay Detainee Library facilitate an environment of linguistic isolation? We cannot
evaluate the ideological aspects of the facility using rigid binary questions of the yes/no
sort.

2.3.7 Sorting by Language Group
In the first epigraph, Georges Perec explains that there are at least 12 distinct ways to
arrange books in a library (1999: 48). In the second epigraph to this chapter, Alberto
Manguel asserts that the way a library is ordered contributes to the way in which its
collection is perceived (2006: 35). Perec and Manguel both imply that librarians make
deliberate choices that influence the identity of the library. The chaplains, Department of
Defense contractors, and other members of the military working at the Guantánamo Bay
Detainee Library made the decision to arrange the books first by language group and then
by genre.
In her article Joan Howland remarks that “there are still libraries where there is a
relatively low tolerance for diversity, not only of races and cultures but also of
viewpoints” (Howland 2001: 112). The inventory list of the Guantánamo Bay Detainee
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Library reveals that each language group contains a different level of diversity in topical
offerings. Many questions loom and linger. Why are the majority of Turkish titles
translations of Russian and English titles? What factors led the development of the Pashto
collection to include more titles by Afghan writers? Could a Freedom of Information
Act request yield more information about the sources of the books? Did different
military personnel work together to select books in different languages, and to what
extent did their ideologies and methodologies differ? These are some of the questions that
loom and linger.

2.4 Conclusion
In “The Making of Memory: The Politics of Archives, Libraries, and Museums in the
Construction of National Consciousness” (1998), Brown and Davis-Brown discuss the
ways in which ideology can influence decision-making in librarianship. They ask “to
what extent do the logical hierarchies for classification and arrangement reflect social and
political hierarchies?” (Brown and Davis-Brown 1998: 17). There are social and political
norms and hierarchies operating outside the Detainee Library that undoubtedly impacted
its development, but there is not have space in this thesis to probe linguistic norms as
they exist in the U.S. military leadership.
In this conclusion I want to speculate briefly on two reasons why the staff of the
Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library may have chosen to arrange books by language
group. First, the classification methods that are used by the Joint Task Force of
Guantánamo encourage storytellers of the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library to adopt a
certain narrative of information access. Elspeth van Veeren notes that “in particular, the
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visualities and materialities of Guantánamo tours were used to construct the site as ‘safe,
humane, legal, transparent,’ Guantánamo's official motto” (2014: 20). By organizing
books by language group, the Joint Task Force of Guantánamo gave the storytellers, the
rewriters, the journalists evidence of the many language groups available to detainees. As
a result many journalists unsurprisingly focused on the Detainee Library’s level of
linguistic diversity. A number of the stories about the Detainee Library that emerged in
2009 were about Harry Potter; journalists like Victoria Derbyshire (2011: 1) broadcasted
the fact that detainees had access to the series in 18 languages. Many journalists in the
United States latched onto this narrative—the story of the library as a place of constant
enrichment and popular entertainment—but they failed to probe the limitations of the
multilingual collection.60 By ordering the library by language, the Joint Task Force of
Guantánamo made it structurally challenging for journalists to analyze to what extent the
collection differed in language groups. We revisit this issue of how journalists framed the
narrative of the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library in the next chapter. What is important
to note here is the influence of constraints, especially those put in place by the Joint Task
Force of Guantánamo.
There is another potential benefit of stacking books by language group. This
classification method lets the members of the military, who are responsible for selecting
books for detainees to read, ensure that the reading materials on the bookmobile reflect
the linguistic needs of the block of cells that they are visiting. This way of arranging
books compensates for the fact that the majority of individuals working in the Detainee
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Specifically they ignored the fact that the quality of Harry Potter translations has varied from
language to language, and furthermore they did not investigate what additional reading materials
were available to detainee populations with proficiency in minority languages, such as Uzbek.
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Library have no formal background in library science.
The majority of detainees come from countries where Arabic, English, or Pashto
are the official language(s). It is therefore not surprising to find that detainee populations
that speak Arabic, English and Pashto are provided with the most monolingual reading
resources. It is difficult to make any overarching conclusions about what types of
materials detainees are capable of reading. There is no public record of the language
proficiencies and literacy level of each detainee. Researchers may want to consider
contacting the defense attorneys of released and current detainees in order to obtain
information of this sort. Some of the 680 released detainees have come forward to offer
testimonies of their experiences in Guantánamo, but many of them have chosen to avoid
speaking publicly.61
In the epigraph Manguel suggests that rules contribute to the preconceived
identities of libraries. In the case of the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library, it can be
challenging to trace the evolution of policies and protocols that have shaped the
collection. One way to probe the identity and the ideologies underlying any library is to
examine the stories that are told about it. In the next chapter we digest some of the
narratives that journalists, lawyers, and military personnel have written about this
controversial bibliotheca.
The Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library represents the collision of many systems,
including the ideological, economic, social, political and legal. It is futile to try to
disentangle one from the other entirely. As we see in this chapter, there are many ways
to rewrite the story of the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library, but there are lingering
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limitations. At no juncture has the U.S. government permitted journalists to interview
detainees, so individuals currently being held in Guantánamo have not been able to speak
about the state of information access in the detention facility. This chapter rewrites the
story of the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library by introducing new data. This analysis is
the first to use the inventory list of the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library in order to
discuss power and ideology as they relate to the collection of books available to
detainees. As we see in the next chapter, these are themes that most journalists have
avoided. The Joint Task Force Guantánamo continues to place limits on rewriters and
controls what stories can be told. I am fortunate in that I am able to conduct this research
without needing to visit Guantánamo and without the permission of the Department of
Defense.
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CHAPTER 3
STORIES, SCANDALS, AND CENSORSHIP:
TELLING THE STORIES OF THE GUANTÁNAMO BAY DETAINEE
LIBRARY
The closest thing for my mind is [a] Harry Potter story. They got an island in Harry
Potter, it says ‘Azkaban’. Where there’s no happiness and they just suck all your feelings
out of you, and you don’t have no feelings any more. And truly that’s how I felt all the
time. Because that’s what they tried, you know. They want to make you feelingless. They
want to deprive you from everything, anything.
Shaker Aamer (2015: 1)
Former Guantánamo Detainee
The history of a society’s thinking about translation informs us about that society’s
changing values and beliefs regarding language, identity, and otherness.
Theo Hermans, Translation in Systems (1999: 44)
There is a long history of war correspondents practicing patriotic journalism (Pyle 1979;
Kellner 1992; Newhagen 1994). A growing field of communication studies attempts to
examine the problems that embedded war reporters encounter (Katovsky and Carlson
2003). As a result, antagonism between the U.S. media and the U.S. military is well
documented (Aukofer and Lawrence 1995; Wilson 2001). Journalists that the Joint Task
Force—Guantánamo (JTF) grants access to the U.S. Naval Base at Guantánamo Bay
occupy a special place in the history of war reporting. They are reliant on but not
embedded with the U.S. military.62 This difference is noteworthy in part because no
formal research has been conducted on the ethical, logistical, and political challenges that
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Michael Pfau, Michael Haigh, Mitchell Gettle, Michael Donnelly, Gregory Scott, Dana Warr,
and Elaine Wittenberg (2004) have called into question the extent to which embedding might
influence the tone adopted by journalists.
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reporters have faced at the U.S. Naval Base in Guantánamo Bay. It is not surprising that
many scholars have decided to avoid this subject: the U.S. military base at Guantánamo is
neither a war-related occupied territory nor a theater of actual war.63
There is a notable gap in the journalistic record about the Guantánamo Bay
Detainee Library between 2002 and 2012. In 2013 civilian reporters began to publish
extensively on the protocols and practices of the Detainee Library (Rosenberg 2013,
Savage 2013, Johnson and Lupin 2013, Sutton 2013). The year 2013 was significant for
the Detainee Library. In that year U.S. congressional official Jim Moran visited the
Detainee Library; Charlie Savage launched his “GitmoBooks” Tumblr; and Clive
Stafford Smith released a list of books that the JTF had refused to accept as donations. A
number of factors likely facilitated this increase in news coverage, but, short of
interviewing fully each of the journalists and members of the U.S. military familiar with
GiTMO, we cannot verify them outright.
This chapter raises a number of questions for scholars to consider. For one, the
extent to which the interplay between culture and ideology differ between embedded war
reporters and those covering the Guantánamo Bay detention camp. The coverage of the
2003 Iraq War and of the involvement of the U.S. military in the Middle East in the
aftermath of the September 11, 2001 attacks has been problematized by academics
(Thussu and Freedman 2005, Webster 2005, Lewis 2004), but these same researchers
have avoided addressing the relationship between journalists and the U.S. military in
Guantánamo.
The analysis that follows attempts to establish what factors distinguish military
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from civilian rewritings of the story of the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library. As the
examples indicate, military and civilian reporters employ different language to discuss
the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library. These differences emerge in the description of
the Detainee Library’s environment and architecture. Savage, a civilian journalist, writes
that “the prison library here is housed in a prefabricated building behind chain-link
fencing and razor wire inside Camp Delta, an older, largely disused wing of the complex”
(Savage 2013: 1). Meanwhile his military counterpart, Sgt. Reba Benally, focuses on the
aesthetic and olfactory pleasures associated with the Detainee Library; she says that “as
Vibrant [sic] paintings encompass a hallway throughout a detention facility building, the
smell of books lingers with the sound of dim fluorescent lighting and hollow, vinyl tile”
(Benally 2013: 1).
It is evident that sometimes military and civilian reporters describe the Detainee
Library by using words with similar tonal and emotive weight. In a controversial piece
entitled “The Other Side of the GiTMO Strike,” Robert Johnson and Gus Lubin (2013)
focus on the “video games too, as well as popular movies and magazines” (2013: 1) to
which detainees had ongoing access. Subsequent comments and online criticism
prompted Business Insider to add an Editor’s note to ask readers to “not take this article
to be an endorsement of indefinite detention. It is an assertion, however, that despite
common assumptions, Guantánamo Bay detention center is a surprisingly nice facility
where compliant detainees are treated well” (2013: 1). In the piece by Johnson and Lubin,
there is the tendency to not dwell on omitted or unavailable information; at no juncture
do the two writers mention that they are not permitted by the JTF to interview detainees.
This is a pattern that reappears in much coverage of the Guantánamo Bay Detainee
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Library; journalists are reluctant to admit that they are creating narratives that do not
incorporate all voices and all perspectives in the detention facility.

3.1 Temporality and Rewriting
In this chapter I examine another type of rewriting related to the Guantánamo Bay
Detainee Library: the diverse contributions of journalists, who have visited the U.S.
detention camp between 2002 and 2016.64 It is important to note that the distribution of
journalistic rewritings of the narrative of the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library has
ebbed and flowed in the past 14 years; the Joint Task Force of Guantánamo frequently
alters the policies dictating whether journalists can visit the detention camp and if so
which parts of they can view (Rosenberg 2013). Before examining narratives that these
rewriters have published, I want to focus on an important temporal aspect of their work.
In a September 2006 interview, Army Brigadier General Edward A. Leacock admitted,
“There are some very smart individuals here” (quoted in Selsky 2006: 1). The article
featuring his statement was later printed in The Washington Post with the following title
“Guantánamo Inmates Turn to Library Books” (Selsky 2006: 1). Selsky’s article was one
of the first and one of the few in the early 2000s to even mention the Guantánamo Bay
Detainee Library by name. By the end of 2012 only a small flurry of stories about the
facility dotted American newspapers, but in 2013 journalists from the Miami Herald, the
New York Times, VICE, and a number of other popular U.S. publications began to delve
into the banned books of the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library.
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As of May 2016 I am still awaiting a list of all the names of journalists, who have visited the
Detainee Library between 2002 and 2016, but Marco Villalobos, the Command Freedom of
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my request, which I made initially in January 2016.
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Before April 2013 most U.S. newspapers had opted not to run any stories about
the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library. In 2013 Charlie Savage, then a reporter for the
New York Times, launched an online blog called “Guantánamo prison library books for
detainees” (Savage 2013). It gave journalists a vehicle, where they could post images that
they had taken of the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library. The blog gradually grew in
popularity, and journalists began to write more frequently about various aspects of its
collection. It is important that we shed some light on why, after a delay of almost 11
years, the U.S. government might have opted to encourage journalists to write about the
Detainee Library. One possible reason is that in 2013 after being elected to serve a
second term as U.S. President, Barack Obama recommitted himself to closing the
detention camp. At this juncture we begin to see a slight shift in what journalists discuss
and specifically in their willingness to write about the Detainee Library.
Drawing on André Lefevere (1992) and Carolyn Cole (2010), I argue in this chapter that
journalists sent to GiTMO act as cultural translators and rewriters. I examine to what
extent the newspaper articles by civilian journalists in the United States and the United
Kingdom are rooted in hegemony and disparate political orientations.65 Keeping my
focus on the coverage of the Detainee Library, I contrast the rewriting undertaken by
civilian and U.S. military reporters between 2002 and 2016.66
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I also located narratives in Arabic, Turkish, and Italian about the Guantánamo Bay Detainee
Library, but these narratives do not offer a sample of sufficient size to suggest reliable
conclusions.
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I focus in particular on the articles authored by military reporters writing for Wire, a publication
written for and by the Joint Task Force of Guantánamo. The Joint Task Force of Guantánamo is
the U.S. military joint task force based at the Guantánamo Bay Naval Base. It falls under the
control of the U.S. Southern Command, which is one of nine Unified Combatant Commands in
the United States Department of Defense. The Joint Task Force of Guantánamo also decides
which journalists can visit the Guantánamo Bay Naval Base.
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3.2 Reporters as Cultural Translators and Rewriters
In her essay about the role of language and interpretation in the South African Truth and
Reconciliation Committee, Cole describes the role of television journalists: “They too
were simultaneously actors and audience. Their role expanded to serving as a chorus,
contextualizing the events, explaining the TRC’s protocols, isolating key themes,
commenting on the action, and directing attention to particular moments” (2010: 66). I
see the reporters covering the Guantánamo Bay detention camp as having a similar
responsibility. They magnify aspects of the U.S. military tribunals and detainee treatment
that are then transmitted to their remote readers, most of whom reside in the United States
and do not have the rights or resources to visit the U.S. Naval Station of Guantánamo
Bay. In this regard journalists take on the role of cultural translators in that they
manipulate the ways in which civilians perceive the social and political foundations of
the U.S. detention camp.
Cole emphasizes that journalists have control over the master narrative of the
Truth and Reconciliation Commission, and she draws a parallel between the ways in
which members of the media and interpreters manipulate the flow of information. She
alludes to the ability of journalists to omit, add, and change elements of the narrative of a
place; Cole explains that “broadcasters of media events play a delicate role, providing a
bridge between being there and not being there” (2010: 66). She adds that “televised
media events raise the question of whether a definitive ‘there’ exists” (2010: 66).
Similarly, journalists at Guantánamo are not only cultural translators, they are also
actively involved in rewriting the story of the detention camp as well as the U.S. military
tribunals. First, they are using as their source material policy briefings and statements
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released by the Joint Task Force Guantánamo (JTF), and then many are reshaping the
popular narratives put forth by the JTF by adding in the perspectives of the lawyers of
detainees.
In Lefevere’s Translation, Rewriting, and the Manipulation of Literary Fame, he
defined the concept of rewriting and described the extent to which cultural and literary
institutions work in tandem with societal forces to manipulate textual production. His
aforementioned programmatic title Lefevere laid important groundwork that has
permitted translators and translation scholars alike to understand the impact of the
patronage system and ideology on the process of rewriting. These are themes that we
follow in the thesis.

3.3 Patronage, Power and the Press at Guantánamo Bay
Conflict can present ideological challenges to journalists and filmmakers. The following
excerpt, written by Roman Skaskiw, an ex-army officer, is a meditation on the extent to
which war zones can alter the perspectives of individuals and by extension, rewriters.
It's difficult to write about armed conflict, as emotions are high and the details one
chooses can bias a story in almost any direction. The problem with war narratives
isn't lying. The problem is there's too much truth. Everything you've ever heard
about war is likely true: the leisure, the camaraderie, the sudden, violent
unpredictable extinguishing of human life, the extravagant consumption of
resources, fear, cynicism, stupidity, opportunism, earnestness, courage, sacrifice.
In this regard, it's very human. The enterprise is so vast that almost everything is
true, and writers can choose whichever truths support a particular thesis. (Skaskiw
2008: 1-2)
There is also an aspect of war-reporting that many journalists are reluctant to admit: it is
an enterprise, a system, with an economic component. Journalists as translators and
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rewriters are undoubtedly influenced by a host of financial factors.67 At the most basic
level, war-reporting journalists must produce stories to maintain their jobs, and thus they
rely on patrons to facilitate their access to people and places. Lefevere explains that “as a
rule a rule [patrons] operate by means of institutions set up to regulate, if not the writing
of literature, at least its distribution: academies, censorship bureaus critical journals, and,
by far the most important, the educational establishment” (Lefevere 1992: 15).
War reporters in Afghanistan and Iraq do not face the same challenges as those,
who are sent by media outlets to Guantánamo. Indeed many war reporters embedding
with the U.S. military in the Middle East are putting their lives in the hands of soldiers.68
Of course journalists visiting GiTMO may encounter emotional turmoil and even a
degree of antagonism from certain members of the military, but they are not facing
gunfire from the Taliban or Al-Qaeda. Journalists do not interact directly with detainees.
In order to visit the U.S. Naval Station at Guantánamo Bay, journalists must
submit to multiple forms of regulation from the Joint Task Force of Guantánamo (JTF).
They must possess media credentials; this rule helps the JTF ensure that academic
researchers cannot access the detention camp.69 In March 2015 I asked to visit the
Detainee Library, and Captain Jonathan S. Leigh, the Deputy Media Relations Officer at
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the Joint Task Force Guantánamo Office of Public Affairs, responded to my request. In
his email message to me on March 16, 2015, Captain Leigh stated, “Because this is an
operational military facility, we cannot accommodate visits by academics at this time.”
As part of their application process, journalists must sign a copy of the Department of
Defense’s “Media Ground Rules for Guantánamo Bay, Cuba (GTMO)” (2010). The
document requires journalists to abide by specific regulations pertaining to protected
information, general photography and video limitations, operational security review, and
the military tribunals.70 They are warned that “failure to follow these ground rules and
instructions may result in restricted access on GTMO, removal from the installation, and
revocation of press credentials” (Department of Defense 2010: 2).71
One of the primary challenges that journalists encounter at Guantánamo is
intimately tied to the question of patrons and power. The issue is explained by Joseph
Hickman in his memoir about his experiences as a guard at Camp Delta: “Half the
reporters covering the military should have just enlisted; they seemed even more eager to
believe the things our commanders said than we did” (Hickman 2015: 79). Hickman
delves into the complex bureaucratic web that journalists must traverse in order to tell the
narrative of the detention camps.
It’s not that the reporters wanted to get on TV and report utter nonsense. They
were tightly controlled, not just the day after the riot but all through their time at
Gitmo. The reporters understood that there were restrictions on where they could
go and to whom they could talk, but I don’t think any of them ever had a clue just
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how much they were manipulated, and how hard the military worked to deceive
them. Fooling reporters was part of the job…We’d be told which routes the
newsmen and -women would take and which cell blocks they would pass by….To
make sure everything looked its best, the guards would walk the routes and
inspect everything…The military escorts would put on a show and say things like,
“Hey, let’s go down this way,” and take them toward a particular cell block, as if
the tour were spontaneous, when, in fact, the whole thing was an act. (Hickman
2015: 80)
Hickman sheds light on the types of manipulation that occurred as journalists rewrote the
story of the U.S. Naval Base of Guantánamo and its underlying detention camp during his
military service. The JTF epitomizes the patron as discussed by Lefevere (1992).
Patronage restricts which stories journalists can tell. Journalists in turn manipulate the
military narratives that are then circulated to readers, the majority of whom have never
set foot on GiTMO or any other military base for that matter. This concept of
manipulation is tied intimately to news framing. Robert Entman (1993: 53) defines news
framing as the selection of certain information over other information and the importance
a news organization gives to the information that is included in its publications.
Conservative estimates approximate that over 1000 journalists have visited the
U.S. Naval Station of Guantánamo in the aftermath of the opening detention camp in
2002 (Rose 2006: 1). Each journalist at Guantánamo must contend with the military and a
system of patronage that is constantly shifting.72 Part of that fluidity extends to the
Detainee Library. In December 2015 the commander overseeing the U.S. Navy Station at
Guantánamo Bay, General John F. Kelly, created new rules for members of the media to
follow. He specifically limited the number of days they could visit the military base and
also generally banned reporters from going inside the detention camp (Rosenberg 2016:
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1). General Kelly justified his decision to restrict journalists using two lines of
justification: a rise in visits by delegations from foreign governments that are considering
resettling detainees and an “extremely impolite” exchange that a journalist had had with a
U.S. service member in the Detainee Library in October 2015 (Savage 2015: 1).
The focus of the remainder of this chapter is on the role that journalists have
played in shaping the narrative of the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library. This section is
divided into two parts. The first part evaluates the ideological valences manifest in
newspaper articles about the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library. I draw on a catalogue
of 63 specific newspaper and magazine articles pertaining to the Detainee Library that
have been published between January 2002 and January 2015.73 I developed this
catalogue between November 2015 and February 2016 by doing Google searches using
variations of the following search terms: “detainee library,” “GiTMO,”
“Guantánamo,” “prison library,” “banned books” as well as “bibliothèque.” In the
second part I highlight the passages that set in high relief the ideological systems
underlying military and civilian narratives.
3.3 Hegemony and Hierarchies
Maria Tymoczko states that “whether we think of the willing acceptance of constraints in
translation as a result of hegemony or the adoption of norms, it is the tendency to
conform to dominant discourses and standards that lies at the root of self-censorship and
self-limitation in general” (Tymoczko 2008: 31). Journalists as rewriters of the story of
the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library may cut, omit, excise, and delete information, but
we cannot simply condemn them for such acts. Tymoczko advises that “in looking at the
73
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role of censorship in translation, we want to avoid buying into simplistic binary notions
of victims and heroes in the translation process” (Tymoczko 2008: 30).
In this section I examine four events involving journalists and the Guantánamo
Bay Detainee Library. The first episode pertains to the visit of U.S. Representative Jim
Moran to the U.S. Naval Station in 2013. Moran visited the detention camp and later
released a statement implying that the most popular book read by Guantánamo detainees
was Fifty Shades of Grey. The second episode involves the response of the JTF to an oped written by John Grisham, an author whose works were briefly banned in the
Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library. The third episode explores the tension between U.S.
reporters and a British journalist-lawyer, Clive Stafford Smith, over the discussion of
prohibited and permitted books. The fourth episode involves the decision of U.S.
journalist Charlie Savage to launch an online photography blog on Tumblr in order to
document images of the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library.

3.4.1 The Fifty Shades of Grey Episode
In July 2013, U.S. Representative Jim Moran of Virginia, alongside his Virginian
colleagues U.S. Representative Frank Wolf, U.S. Representative Gerry Connolly, and
U.S. Senator Tim Kaine traveled to Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, and toured the U.S. Naval
Station. In an interview with The Huffington Post, Moran later reflected: “Rather than
the Quran [sic], the book that is requested most by the [high-value detainees] is Fifty
Shades of Grey. They’ve read the entire series in English, but we were willing to translate
it. I guess there’s not much going on, these guys are going nowhere, so what the hell"
(Chasmar 2013: 1). After this incident U.S. human rights and criminal defense attorney,
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James Connell, visited his client, Ammar al-Baluchi, to prepare for pre-trial hearings
before the United States Military Commissions.74 At this juncture al-Baluchi handed his
defense counsel a fairly worn copy of Fifty Shades of Grey and asserted that his guards
had given it to him. Connell later said his client was "more amused than offended”
(McKelvey 2013: 1), and Pentagon spokesman Lt. Col. Todd Breasseale released the
following statement to the BBC: "I'm not going to dispute a detainee whose words are
being relayed by his attorney. I'm not interested in disputing hearsay" (McKelvey 2013:
1).
The initial journalistic coverage of this episode reveals key differences in how
Anglophone journalists rewrite the narrative of the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library.
Reporters based in the United States working for Reuters included commentary from the
Lieutenant Colonel Samuel House, one of the spokesmen for the JFT, but chose to not
reach out to any of the habeas corpus lawyers representing detainees.75 Paraphrasing an
article written by Ryan Reilly (2013:1) of Huffington Post, Jessica Chasmar of the
Washington Times adds that “the anecdote came during the tour which included the
commander of the base, the deputy commander of the base, the head medical official, and
the officer in charge of Camp 7” (2013: 1). Both journalists mention the members of the
military involved in the Detainee Library’s creation.
In August 2013 a wave of articles by U.S. and U.K. journalists rewrote the story
of the circulation of Fifty Shades of Grey at GiTMO. After Connell indicated that his
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client had not requested the book, Carol Rosenberg interviewed Representative Moran
and featured his response.
A member of Congress said Tuesday he disclosed the popularity of the erotic
sometimes sadomasochistic series Fifty Shades of Grey among Guantánamo’s
most prized prisoners not to titillate but to set straight for their global followers
that they were not devout holy warriors passing their Ramadan reading the Quran.
“It demystifies them. It exposes them for who they actually are,” said Rep. Jim
Moran, D-Va., in a telephone interview that sought to set straight that the captives
in the secretive Camp 7 complex are “not exactly holy warriors. Just the opposite.
These people are phonies….I asked, ‘What kind of books do they read?’ ” Moran
said Tuesday. “The camp commander said, actually the book in greatest demand
is Fifty Shades of Grey — in fact the whole series. They all smiled and nodded
and it wasn’t as though this was a particular secret.” (Rosenberg 2013: 1)
Shortly thereafter Ravi Somaiya and Robert Mackey of the New York Times authored a
story entitled “Guantánamo Officials Accused of Inventing Fifty Shades of Grey
Rumor” (2013). Somaiya and Mackey highlighted an episode in which Connell “showed
a copy of the book to journalists which bore none of the typical Guantánamo prison
library markings that serve as an indicator of prison-camp approval” (Somaiya and
Mackey 2013: 1).76 Instead of citing Moran’s perspective, Somaiya and Mackey include
the response from James Harrington, a habeas corpus lawyer representing Ramzi bin alShibh. Harrington explains that “it’s something that clearly was planted with this
congressman who comes back to Washington and makes a big deal about it, all of which
is designed to paint a picture of our clients and the other detainees here which is just not
accurate” (Somaiya and Mackey 2013: 2).
The evolution of these rewritings is revelatory. The tendency of journalists to
omit opposing opinions can be analyzed as a classic component of rewriting. In this
situation Representative Jim Moran deliberately released an anecdote about detainees to
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not questioning his assertion. In contrast the article written in 2013 by Tara McKelvey, a
British journalist, questions the authority of the U.S. military system; her piece explicitly
hypothesizes that the U.S. government aimed to wage a “disinformation campaign”
(McKelvey 2013: 1).
We can return to Lefevere again to help parse this instance of rewriting. The
journalists acted as rewriters and chose to omit certain available source material. In Carol
Rosenberg’s first article about the popularity of Fifty Shades of Grey at Guantánamo, she
simply echoed the standard narrative that had been put forth by the Joint Task Force
Guantánamo during Moran’s tour of the detention facility; she did not include
commentary from any of the lawyers of the detainees, nor did she share excerpts of the
Standard Operating Procedures;. Both source texts might have led readers to cast doubt
on the popular narrative put forth by Representative Jim Moran. Rosenberg published
her article in 2013. Her rewriting did not alter the narrative of the JTF substantially.
What might have motivated Rosenberg to keep the standard narrative adopted by the
JTF? In an interview with the New York Magazine that same year, she indicated that the
Joint Task Force Guantánamo was placing fewer logistical restrictions on journalists:
Soldiers come and go on six-to twelve-month to two-year rotations here and every
time a rotation comes through, you have to fight the same battles in terms of your
ability to function. The photos you took yesterday may be considered a national
security violation by the next rotation. I should say though that this is a very
liberal moment at Guantánamo. Until recently, we had a 10 p.m. curfew.
(Rosenberg quoted in Bartosiewicz 2013: 1)
Rosenberg was writing the piece at a juncture when journalists and the U.S. military were
on relatively good terms; she might not have wanted to risk perturbing the JTF with a
piece that questioned its authority or intent. What would Rosenberg have risked by
writing a piece that challenged the ideological framework of the Joint Task Force
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writing a piece that challenged the ideological framework of the Joint Task Force
Guantánamo more aggressively? In at least two previous instances Rosenberg was almost
permanently banned from reporting from Guantánamo; David Glenn of the Columbia
Journalism Review says that “in the summer of 2009, a Pentagon public-affairs official
publicly accused Rosenberg of sexual harassment and other unprofessional conduct.
Then, in May of [2010], Rosenberg and three Canadian reporters were banned from the
base—temporarily, as it turned out—for allegedly violating a military commission’s
protective order” (2010: 1). Glenn summarizes some of the other logistical and temporal
challenges that Rosenberg faces.
The military’s guidelines for reporters are eternally in flux. Are trial documents
made available to journalists covering the military commissions? Some weeks
yes, some weeks no. If your photograph of the courthouse accidentally includes a
smidgen of the structure next door, which isn’t permitted to be described, will the
public-affairs officers force you to delete that image? Some weeks yes, some
weeks no. Rosenberg’s time here has involved a long line of grinding, low-level
conflicts about questions like those. (Glenn 2010: 1)
Several questions remain. To what extent does Rosenberg think about the narratives and
perspectives that she is excluding? In what ways do editors at the Miami Herald dictate
what content and topics she covers at Guantánamo, and to what degree do those
instructions differ when she leaves the U.S. Naval Station of Guantánamo but continues
to cover stories about the detention facility and the military tribunals? Even though
Rosenberg’s tone is skeptical of Moran’s assertion, she ultimately decides to privilege his
narrative above those of lawyers, who might have swiftly refuted his claim.

3.4.2 John Grisham’s Letter to the New York Times
In the same year that the Fifty Shades of Grey broke, the world-renowned author
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John Grisham published an opinion piece entitled "After Guantánamo, Another Injustice"
in the New York Times and criticized the Department of Defense for banning two of his
books, The King of Torts and The Innocent Man, due to their "impermissible content"
(2013: 1). He denounced the JTF’s rules and regulations. Other writers later expressed
their discontent with the JTF’s censorship, but Grisham’s editorial is the only example of
a publication that prompted the JTF to revise its policies.77 In response to Grisham’s
opinion piece, Lieutenant Colonel Todd issued a formal apology to the Wall Street
Journal's Law Blog. He stated that the banning Grisham's novels was "a
misunderstanding by some junior staff of what constitutes permitted reading materials"
(Bravin 2013: 1).
In this instance Grisham plays the role of an activist translator. His critique of the
Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library policies specifically calls into question the practices
of the JTF in the Detainee Library. In analyzing Grisham’s piece we have consider his
identity as a highly-acclaimed writer in American literary circles. It is possible that the
New York Times granted him this platform due to his popularity. What should be noted
here, in the context of the Detainee Library, is that after 2013, a number of other authors
whose works were banned from GiTMO voiced their frustrations in publications like
VICE. These authors did not have the same degree of success as Grisham. At no juncture
has the U.S. government apologized for mistakenly banning material by other writers,
and furthermore the New York Times has not published any editorials by other censored
authors.
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Again we can examine this episode at another level using the framework of
rewriting proposed by Lefevere. In the first paragraph of his piece Grisham says that
“about months ago I learned that some of my books had been banned at Guantánamo
Bay. Apparently detainees were requesting them, and their lawyers were delivering them
to the prison, but they were not being allowed in because of ‘impermissible content’”
(Grisham 2013: 1). Grisham’s approach as a rewriter is distinct from that of Rosenberg;
he does not cite his source text. Grisham says simply that he “became curious and
tracked down a detainee who enjoys my books. His name is Nabil Hadjarab, and he is 34year-old Algerian who grew up in France” (2013: 1).78 We know that the U.S.
government has not permitted any journalist or writer to interview detainees held in
Guantánamo, and so we have to suspect that he obtained most of his information about
Nabil Hadjarab from his “British lawyers” (2013: 1). Grisham shares that “according to
his guards, Nabil is a model prisoner” (2013: 1); this statement leaves the issue of source
text unresolved. Who informed Grisham that some of his books had been banned at
Guantánamo Bay? He does not mention the names of the detainee’s lawyers, and in
omitting this information, he almost presents himself as an investigative reporter. His
language implies that he had direct communication with Nabil, when in fact we know
that that exchange would not be possible due to the Standard Operating Procedures issued
in 2003 and 2004.
The standard narrative about banned books in Guantánamo is that they are
censored according to a certain protocol, but Grisham’s piece emphasizes that this
process is not always logical. In this instance I see the source text as the Standard
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Operating Procedures of 2003 and 2004, which clearly delineate the type of content that
is permitted in the Detainee Library. Grisham rewrites this narrative by shifting the focus
from the Detainee Library as a whole to his own publications. He does not mention other
authors whose works are in the Detainee Library. Instead he draws attention to his own
personal plight as an author: there are people, who want to read his books and who are
not allowed to do so. He rewrites and inserts his own feelings as a censored author in the
narrative that he constructs. Instead of the narrative being about which books are
censored, it is instead an inquiry; Grisham demands to know why any books that he
authored would be banned. By publishing his plea in the New York Times, he brings the
story of the Detainee Library to an audience that is large in number; many more people
read the New York Times than the Standard Operating Procedures of 2003 and 2004.

3.4.3 Lawyer Publishes List of Rejected Book Donations
Clive Stafford Smith, a British attorney representing many detainees, undertook a notably
different strategy as a rewriter. He published "Guantánamo's Banned Books – An
Incomplete List" (2013) in The Guardian and shared the names of titles that the JTG had
barred him from sharing with his clients. Smith simultaneously published a traditional
opinion piece, an appeal entitled “Guantánamo's books blacklist suggests censors' random
sense of security” (2013), in which he asked readers of The Guardian to send him books
to donate to the JTF in order to test what titles would make it past the censoring
mechanisms. Smith not only critiqued the censoring mechanisms in the Guantánamo Bay
Detainee Library; he tested and examined their limits. He calls into question the standard
narrative put forth by the JTF that detainees have access to language learning
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opportunities.
My study has turned up one other specific policy: it was the censor's view that
Guantánamo detainees should be denied any materials that would help them learn
English. This was a shame, as the guards thought it would be a great thing if they
were able to communicate more readily with the prisoners. Be that as it may, it
seemed a step too far when the censor banned The New Dinkum Aussie
Dictionary….A string of authors then began to compete to be barred: John
Kampfner, John Pilger, Clare Short, George Galloway, and even me (should I be
flattered as an "author"?). I think we were all rather proud of being on the black
list. I for one had written a book about Guantánamo Bay called Bad Men, and it
would clearly be a threat to national security if all the information I had got out of
the prison should be allowed back in. (Stafford Smith 2013: 1)
Clive Stafford Smith is in a unique position to rewrite the story of the Guantánamo Bay
Detainee Library; he is not as beholden to the traditional patronage system for several
distinct reasons. First, he has formal training in U.S. law from Columbia University and
in U.S. journalism practices from the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill; he thus
has the tools to traverse both the legal and literary systems in the United States. Second,
as a British citizen Stafford Smith is not beholden to U.S. journalistic norms. His
decision to publish a critique of the JTF in a British newspaper should also not be
ignored. Third, he works with multiple detainees and thus has the opportunity to ask them
about their own experiences with the Detainee Library.79
We can further parse Stafford Smith’s rewriting of the Detainee Library by
drawing on Lefevere. Stafford Smith ultimately omitted a considerable amount of source
material. He says that “a colleague took in four children’s titles: Puss in Boots,
Cinderella, Beauty and the Beast, and Jack and the Beanstalk. All four were returned to
him with the censor’s annotation: ‘These items were not cleared for delivery to the
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detainee(s)’” (Stafford Smith 2013: 1). He leaves out the name of the censor and does not
mention the JTF outright or include the name of the person, who wrote the annotation. In
ideological terms his decision to allude to the JTF as “the censor” (Stafford Smith 2013:
1) does not come as much of a surprise; the “JTF” as a term is clunky, but the concept of
a “censor” can easily traverse temporal and cultural boundaries. Stafford Smith partakes
in other forms of omission. He does not include original copies of any of his
correspondence with the JTF; there are no hyperlinks to PDFs, no photos of the books
that he successfully donated to the Detainee Library.
Stafford Smith’s decision to publish his piece in the Guardian is also deliberate.
He intentionally chose to publish his narrative of the GiTMO Detainee Library in a forum
that is not read exclusively by U.S. citizens and residents. In this regard he introduced the
Detainee Library to an audience that might not have read about it in the New York Times
or other newspapers based in the United States. Stafford Smith’s selection of the
Guardian is especially logical in terms of patronage; as a newspaper based in the United
Kingdom, it does not face the same legal and political challenges that newspapers such as
the New York Times encounter in the United States.

3.4.4 The Launch of “GitmoBooks”
The fourth episode in this series of journalistic attempts to rewrite the narrative of the
Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library is Charlie Savage’s launch in 2013 of a Tumblr called
“GitmoBooks.” The blog includes more than thirty pictures of the books and the
bookshelves in the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library. Readers can view the diversity of
titles available, ranging from Dead Souls by Nikolai Gogol, A is for Alibi by Sue Grafton,
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and Twilight by Stephanie Meyer. The five contributors—Charlie Savage, Carol
Rosenberg, Ryan Reilly, Jason Leopold, and Robert Johnson— are all citizens of the
United States and work with five different publications that are based in the United
States: the New York Times, the Miami Herald, the Huffington Post, Al Jazeera America,
and Business Insider.80
At this juncture much of the standard narrative about the Detainee Library alluded
to the books that the JTF banned. The photos emphasize the books that are in circulation,
as opposed to those that are censored. In this regard the blog serves a purpose that is
distinct from the opinion pieces published by U.S. author John Grisham and British
lawyer Clive Stafford Smith. Here I call the photos of the Detainee Library the translated
text, the rewriting, because the photographers made deliberate decisions about which
books to document. The source text could be said to be the entire inventory of the
Detainee Library, an item that no journalist had access to at the start of the GitmoBooks
project.
The journalists of GitmoBooks also omitted material. They opted to not take
pictures of the bookmobiles that the JTF uses to deliver books to detainees. The
journalists could also have opted to include photos of books that had been rejected by the
JTF. Let us consider briefly the following aspects of the library that have distinct
ideological undertones: collection development, cataloguing and classification,
circulation, access, and budget.
By focusing on the photos of the bookshelves, the U.S. journalists encourage
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readers to think of the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library almost as an extension of their
own public libraries. Charlie Savage, the creator of the blog, adopts this position in one of
his articles for the New York Times.
Inside, the place has the feel of a branch library, with several rooms of books
divided by language and genre — but its patrons may not browse the stacks.
Instead, the chief librarian, a civilian who asks to be identified as “Milton” for
security reasons, or an aide fills plastic bins with about 50 books and takes them
to each cellblock once a week. (Savage 2013: 1)
In this single paragraph Savage alludes to cataloguing mechanisms, access, staff, and
circulation methodologies. Savage’s description of Milton as “the chief librarian, a
civilian” (Savage 2013: 1) emphasizes that the man running the Detainee Library is not a
member of the U.S. military.
Rosenberg, another contributor to the Tumblr blog, takes a different framework.
She calls him “librarian Milton, a Defense Department contractor” (Rosenberg 2012: 1).
Both rewriters choose to emphasize the identity of Milton. Clive Stafford Smith, the
emerging activist figure in this system, notably does not refer to “Milton” or even “the
librarian” in any of his opinion pieces. His framework focuses on the institutions related
to censorship, whereas his U.S. counterparts tend to highlight the library norms that the
Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library shares with public libraries in the United States. We
can see how these small differences in language alter the narrative of the Guantánamo
Bay Detainee Library.

3.5 Summary
Having examined myriad ways in which journalists engage with the Guantánamo Bay
Detainee Library, I want reflect on the importance of platform. Clive Stafford Smith
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published his opinion piece in the Guardian, which gave his readers, that is the receptors,
the opportunity to engage and participate in the creation of the text; they were able to add
their own thoughts in the comments’ section, beneath Smith’s original publication. Here I
interpret the text as being not only Smith’s opinion piece but also the responses written
by his readers. The decision of the editors of the Guardian to permit commenting
encourages readers to discuss not only the policies and practices at the Guantánamo Bay
Detainee Library but also its ideological implications. Tumblr does not permit online
commenters. It only shows the identities of readers, who have chosen to like, reblog, or
post content from the blog on their own online platforms. This structural limitation
simplified the work of the creators of “GitmoBooks” blog. They did not need to moderate
controversial content; the subsequent discourse was fragmented and spread across a
number of blogs maintained by individuals with limited readership.
In his last known lecture, Paul de Man stressed an idea developed by Walter
Benjamin: that “the process of translation, if we can call it a process, is one of change and
of motion that has the appearance of life, but of life as an afterlife, because translation
also reveals the death of the original” (de Man 1985: 38). It is useful to reflect on the
concept of afterlife in order to distinguish the stories told by Charlie Savage from those
of his British counterpart, Clive Stafford Smith. We can trace differences in the online
responses to the “GitmoBooks” blog and Smith’s opinion piece. In a comment posted to
The Guardian on December 13, 2013, one reader asks the following question: “Do we
believe that these books are truly banned, or that it [sic] purely done as expression of
authority and power over those imprisoned?” (tiniow 2013: 1). Another reader declared
on December 13, 2013 that “in a few short years these same men, or ones like them, will
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be advocating the same censorship for the general public” (steady2 2013: 1). Smith chose
to respond to a number of the comments collected after the Guardian published his piece.
This strategy—to engage readers in the aftermath of a publication—is undoubtedly part
of Smith’s methodology as an activist translator. He chose to share his piece in a
newspaper that is known for its online commenting, that also gave him the chance to
respond to individuals posting feedback on his piece. Smith also attempts to crowdsource
testers of the JTF’s censoring mechanisms by asking readers to suggest titles or donate
books (Smith 2013: 1).81
Photos posted on Savage’s Tumblr had encountered a different afterlife. Derek
Attig shared one picture of Danielle Steel’s The Kiss (Rosenberg 2013: 1) on his blog,
Bookmobility. He posted the following commentary:
A main point of the Guantánamo system–of its location outside the continental
United States in Cuba, of the separate legal system at work there, of the official
rhetoric that has surrounded the detention facility since its inception–has been to
make it seem as though Americans have nothing in common with the men being
held within it. But books connect. Not as strongly as some theorize–reading the
same book as someone else doesn’t make you inexorably and totally connected–
but shared experience of a cultural artifact is, indeed, a powerful thing. Scrolling
through photos of Danielle Steel novels, of Narnia books, of Harry Potter and
300 Orchids: Species, Hybrids, and Varieties in Cultivation, I’m struck by the
intense familiarity of these shelves that I’ve never seen, in a place I’ve never
been, used by people that I do not know or, by design, know much about. (Attig
2013: 1)
Charlie Savage then incorporated part of Attig’s reflection into the conclusion of an
article he wrote about the “Prison Library at Guantánamo Bay” (Savage 2013: 1). He
cited the part, where Attig states how he was “struck by the intense familiarity of these
shelves that I’ve never seen, in a place I’ve never been, used by people that I do not know
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There is no evidence that journalists have attempted to donate books to the Guantánamo Bay
Detainee Library.
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or, by design, know much about” (Savage 2013: 1). In this process we see Savage
engaging in the rewriting of the story of the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library. He first
encourages readers to share and discuss the Detainee Library by sharing images of it, and
then he picks a response that highlights the “familiarity” (Attig 2013: 1) of the
bookshelves.
As the creator of the “GitmoBooks” blog and as a New York Times journalist,
Savage is translating and rewriting. His manipulates the narrative of the Guantánamo Bay
Detainee Library by overlaying two texts: his photographs and his newspaper articles.
Errol Morris’s suggestion that “photographs are neither true nor false in and of
themselves” (2007: 1) is especially pertinent in this context. Morris argues that
photographs “are only true and false with respect to statements that we make about them
or the questions that we might ask of them” (2007: 1).

3.5 Different Rewriting and Rewriters
Not all rewriters are created equal. Credentialed journalists, like Savage, have access to
popular platforms like “GitmoBooks” blog or the New York Times website. Some of the
important narratives of the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library are less accessible. One
example of a voice unheard is that of Beasley Kinkade, who writes on his eponymous
blog:
I stop and look to the ceiling, “I dunno. I guess you don’t really get to pick who
you see there, right? I mean, if I’m driving down the road and see a car smashed
into a tree and, on the side of the car, it says ‘there’s an evil person in this car’ and
then I look in and see someone suffering, someone in pain, shouldn’t I still help
them? I wouldn’t just leave them to suffer would I? I mean I know what they’re
feeling. I’ve lived it. So I guess it’s like when you come across someone in a place
so dark and you know they’re suffering, you have a choice: you can either do
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something or you can do nothing. And I choose to do something.” (Kinkade 2013:
1)
Kinkade describes his trips to the Harvard Coop and Schoenhof’s Foreign Books in
Harvard Square as well as his forays on Jarir Books, an online store that sells Arabic
reading materials. He describes the ways in which he sought books for detainees: “Well,
I’m looking for kinda the best of the best in fiction books to give to some people who
haven’t read much Western literature….In fact, they may never have read any—so I’m
looking for classics and, ah, some great contemporary works. The stuff you can get lost
in” (Kinkade 2013: 1).
Morgan’s narrative is not altogether absent in those constructed by U.S. media
outlets; a relative of a 9/11 victim, he had the opportunity to visit GiTMO and donate
books to the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library. In her article “Books Provide
Guantánamo Detainees an Escape from Darkness,” Carol Rosenberg (2013: 1) wrote a
story about the books Morgan had brought to the Detainee Library but at his request, kept
his identity anonymous. Two months after Rosenberg’s article was first published, Adam
Klasfeld (2013: 1) of The Courthouse News Service published a piece entitled “Literary
Ops Ripple Across Guantánamo Bay” and explored what drove Kinkade to donate books.
Kinkade was one of the few civilians that the U.S. government permitted to observe the
proceedings in the military tribunals. His narrative stands apart from others, due to the
size of his donation of books to the Detainee Library and the fact that he, a civilian who
was not providing any legal counsel to the detainees, put such effort into selecting books
to bring to Guantánamo. The pieces written by Kinkade, Klasfeld, and Rosenberg all
describe the texture of Guantánamo differently, but they are alike in one crucial regard:
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none mentions the fact that U.S. civilians wishing to donate books to the Detainee
Library must visit the U.S. Naval Station as observers.
Kinkade’s’s reflections about the suffering of detainees raise a number of
questions. How many other civilians may have tried to donate books to the Detainee
Library?82 Did the U.S. government ever consider asking non-profit organizations and
academic institutions to donate books to its collection in Guantánamo? What advice or
instructions—if any—did Department of Defense officials offer to Beasley Kinkade
when he decided to bring book donations on his trip to Guantánamo? Why have so many
U.S. news outlets avoided writing about book donors like Morgan? Lastly, have
journalists, frequent visitors to GiTMO, ever successfully donated books to the Detainee
Library?

3.6 Conclusion
Between 2002 and 2016 a fast-growing community of reporters has sought to examine the
Detention Camp at Guantánamo Bay, but there are few journalistic excursions into the
precise nature of the Detainee Library and its policies. There is evidence to suggest that
British journalists tend to rewrite the narrative of the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library
by focusing more on external constraints than their counterparts in U.S. media outlets.83 It
is not unlikely that journalists in Canada, the United States, the United Kingdom, and
France portray the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library differently and that
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We know according to Clive Stafford Smith (2013: 1) that a number of books donated by
lawyers have been rejected. Defense attorneys in particular are able to confirm by talking with their
clients that certain book donations are not circulating. Civilian donors, particularly the relatives of 9/11
victims, do not have the same privileges and therefore cannot verify that their books have been
processed by the Joint Task Force of Guantánamo and circulated amongst detainees.
83
This issue is beyond the scope of this thesis. For more research on this question, see Kristen
Traynor, “Detaining Dialogue: Framing Treatment during the 2013 Guantánamo Hunger
Strike” (2015).
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journalists from outside the United States might deviate from the U.S. governmental
framing on the issue of information access at GiTMO.84
The newspaper articles discussed above demonstrate once again that rewriting is
far from an impartial and objective activity. Communities of journalists continue to
traverse the military system developed by the JTF, and their work in rewriting prompts a
series of questions that should be considered in the field of translation studies.
In one of the most well-known phrases from Walt Whitman’s Civil War notebooks, the
poet reflects that “the real war will never get into the books” (Whitman 1914: 74).
Perhaps a coda is advisable: the reality of detention may never get into the books. It is
nonetheless possible that much of the story of the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library can
only be told if the JTF decides to close the entire detention camp. Journalists that were
sent to GiTMO might well write the story of the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library
differently if they were not dependent on the JTF for continued access to the U.S. Naval
Base. The closure of the U.S. detention camp might also encourage the U.S. government
to share archival material that is currently categorized as classified.85
This article traces the active discourse about the banned books of GiTMO and the
diverse ideological positionings of the individuals that are responsible for rewriting the
narrative of the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library.86 Every translator—even those with
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One potential way to study these differences would be to use tf-idr. Tf-idr, a tool pioneered by
computational linguist Karen Spärck Jones, lets researchers quantitatively compare all lexical
chunks against each other. The unique benefits of tf-idr are difficult to demonstrate in this
condensed space but are exhibited very well in “These Are The Phrases That Sanders And
Clinton Repeat Most” by Milo Beckman (2016).
85
This idea has precedent in U.S. history. The scholarship of Andrew Wertheimer on the
“Libraries of Hell” (Wertheimer 2003: 5) was greatly aided by the availability of postwar U.S.
archives, which revealed the ideological undertones embedded in practices of the U.S. libraries
attached to Japanese interment camps.
86
The Guantánamo Bay Detention Center as well as the Detainee Library itself are part of the
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narrative of the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library.86 Every translator—even those with
activist leanings—engage in omission. I suggest that British lawyer/journalist Clive
Stafford Smith has employed a variety of strategies to serve as an activist translator of the
narrative. Smith’s publications have failed to generate further discourse about how
military prison libraries should be run. Indeed the temporal focus amongst all of the
stories that I have read regarding the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library is grounded in
the present. Rewriters of the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library have opted to not
connect the narrative of the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library to those in place at U.S.
immigration detention facilities, in detention units run by the United Nations, and
elsewhere.
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The Guantánamo Bay Detention Center as well as the Detainee Library itself are part of the
U.S. Naval Base of Guantánamo Bay, which is oftentimes called GiTMO due to the local airfield
designation code of GTMO.
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CHAPTER 4
REWRITING THE STORY OF THE GUANTÁNAMO BAY DETAINEE
LIBRARY IN CINEMA: PETER SATTLER’S CAMP X-RAY (2014)
From the President down to the worst people on earth, everyone can do good and bad at
the same time and that’s [how] I wanted to try and present life in Guantánamo Bay so
that we don’t talk about who’s right or wrong, but just say, hey, here are two people,
they’re lonely, they’re in this messed up situation and [they’re trying] to find some way
to move forward, not as animals but as elevated beings.
Peter Sattler (quoted in Saito 2014: 1)
Perhaps every library is ultimately inconceivable, because, like the mind, it reflects upon
itself, multiplying geometrically with each new reflection. And yet, from a library of
solid books we expect a rigor that we forgive in the library of the mind.
Alberto Manguel, The Library at Night (2008: 196)
If it is difficult for both insiders and outsiders to perceive the nature of a culture, as
Bourdieu suggests, how is it possible for translators to achieve an understanding of the
cultural elements of source texts?
Maria Tymoczko, Enlarging Translation, Empowering Translators (2007: 234)
In the previous chapter I argue that journalists act as rewriters of the narratives of
information access and the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library, and I situate their
methodologies and ideological positionalities in a framework tied to translation studies.
In this chapter I begin with a preliminary note on ideology and translation as they relate
to another form of rewriting, namely cinematic narratives. I discuss some of the ways in
which Peter Sattler, the film auteur of Camp X-Ray (2014), has described his own work
and process. I then explore a number of scenes from the film, which demonstrate
Sattler’s reluctance to provide an activist translation of the narrative of the Guantánamo
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Bay Detainee Library. I conclude by suggesting factors that influenced Sattler in the
development of his ideological framework.
Camp X-Ray portrays a fictional friendship between a U.S. guard at Guantánamo
and a detainee from Germany. The character of the guard, Private First Class (PFC) Amy
Cole, is an ambitious introvert; she frequently appears alone in her room, contemplative
and quiet, but often volunteers first for challenging military exercises. The Joint Task
Force of Guantánamo occasionally gives her the responsibility to distribute books to
detainees by using a small cart. During one of her rotations at Camp X-Ray, Ali, the
detainee, begins to ask her probing questions about the books that are on her cart. He
wants to read the last book in the Harry Potter series, Harry Potter and the Deathly
Hallows, but despite his requests he does not get the book. No one has given the book to
the library in English or in a translation in Arabic or German. PFC Cole explains that the
book is not in the Detainee Library.
We never learn what factors contributed to Ali’s detention or PFC Cole’s decision
to enlist. Both characters attempt to make sense of the murky military policies at
Guantánamo. Ultimately PFC Cole’s unconventional friendship with Ali causes problems
with her male superiors, and midway through the film Corporal Randy Ransdell forces
her to observe Ali as he showers. She writes her commanding officer a report that
describes this encounter and claims that Corporal Ransdell acted in violation of the
Standard Operating Procedures. Her superiors question her motives and interpret her
behavior as a sign of her loyalty to detainees. As a result she returns prematurely to the
continental United States but not before donating Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows
to the Detainee Library.
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4.1 A Preliminary Note on Ideology, Translation, and Rewriting
In her book Enlarging Translation, Empower Translators (2007), Maria Tymoczko
makes the following points about the nature of ideology and activist translation.
…even in a simplified model, the ideology of a translation will be an amalgam of
(1) the subject and content of the source text and their representation in the source
text; (2) the various speech acts instantiated in the source text relevant to the
source context; (3) the translator’s representation of the source content and the
source text; (4) the purported relevance to the receptor audience of the translation;
(5) the various speech acts of the translation itself addressing the receptor content;
and (6) any resonances and discrepancies that exist between the two “utterances”
of source text and translation. (Tymoczko 2007: 254)
This list underscores the reality that this chapter cannot seek to establish a comprehensive
statement about the ideology of the film or all of the ideologies that Sattler develops as a
filmmaker. Instead I attempt to promote a dialogue about the differing ideologies of U.S.
filmmakers whose works try to reimagine the legacy of Guantánamo. By analyzing
Sattler’s own statements to journalists and on certain conversations in the film, we can
however begin to decipher his ideological framework and see the ways in which it
engages with the filmic system.
The complicated nature of activist translation is also discussed by Tymoczko in
her Translation, Resistance, Activism. She adds, “…activist translation does not merely
take the form of communication; it can also involve blocking communication and
refusing to transmit cultural information” (Tymoczko 2010: 230). A central part of my
argument is that at various junctures throughout the film Sattler deliberately chooses to
refuse to transmit certain cultural information about the Detainee Library. Though he had
access to the Standard Operating Procedures of 2003 and 2004, he excludes many
important details about the Detainee Library and its collection from the film.
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4.2 From the Rewriter’s Mouth: Sattler on His Process
Peter Sattler does not hide that his own ideological leanings are largely tied to members
of the U.S. military at Guantánamo. In an interview with Stephen Saito of the online
blog, The Moveable Feast, Sattler explains the ways in which he developed the filmic
narrative.
Naturally, everyone’s sympathy goes towards the detainees, because no matter
what you think about [who is in the right] or the good guys or bad guys, they’re in
a very unfortunate position, but I really have sympathies for the soldiers down
there because they’re very much prisoners of this world as well. When I started
doing research, reading about these soldiers and watching documentaries, I could
tell that these kids didn’t really want to be down there either. They knew the
mission they were given was a flawed one from the beginning and they’re stuck
there, inside the cell, just like the detainees are. It was very conscious because the
whole point of the movie is to find a commonality between the two people.
(Quoted in Saito 2014: 1)
It is evident from Sattler’s statement that his focus as a writer is on the soldiers at
Guantánamo. In this passage from the same interview, he demonstrates a certain
intentionality towards the way in which Peyman, the actor portraying Ali, is filmed.
There were two ways it was challenging – one, I wanted to make the film very
austere, because I didn’t want the audience to feel manipulated. It’s a simple,
quiet film about two people in an intense situation and I knew that if the audience
could feel the hand of the author too strongly, then it would distract them from the
reality that they are seeing….A choice we faced was when do we take the camera
inside of the cell? Because [once] the audience is inside that room with Peyman’s
character is when you start to inch toward some sort of sympathy or
understanding of who this guy is, whether they’re conscious of it or not, so little
things like that were very meticulously planned as best we could. (Quoted in Saito
2014: 1).
Sattler is thinking carefully about Ali’s cell and the architecture of detention, and his
reflection offers a partial explanation as to why the film never incorporates the main
Detainee Library.
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We also see PFC Cole’s bedroom. We watch her avoid a sexual encounter with
Corporal Randy Ransdell. We feel the tension in the air, when she later crosses paths
with him in the mess hall. We could go so far as to make the argument that this film is
not about the friendship between a guard and a detainee but rather one woman’s attempt
to navigate the complex and predominantly male social architecture of a U.S. Naval
Station. If there is a part of Sattler’s rewriting that has an activist lens, it is in these
scenes, the moments when PFC Amy Cole has to come to terms with her
disempowerment and her distance from the central military authorities in the base.
In all of his interviews, Sattler has never explained why the Detainee Library does
not make an appearance in the film. It seems that no interviewer has ever asked this
question explicitly. It is clear that Sattler’s conception of Camp X-Ray did not include the
Detainee Library, though interestingly it did include the books circulated amongst
detainees:
It is a war zone, but it's such a strange and surreal war zone. That was part of what
I was really intrigued with when I started doing this research, as I said, when I
thought maybe I could make a movie about this place, and I love it because it's a
war, but it's such a game of inches. A victory is determined by whether or not you
can throw a bottle of water at someone or whether or not you can take away a
detainee's books or shampoo. It's surreal that the frontline of the war on terror is
being played out on such a mundane and simple way. (Quoted in Morgenstern
2014: 1)
Here it is important to parse what Sattler means by “research” (quoted in Morgenstern
2014:1). Research is a term that we see used in multiple interviews (Morgenstern 2014:
1; Saito 2014: 1). Sattler mentions several times the importance of a document that
informed his understanding of Guantánamo, the Standard Operating Procedures.
Yeah, it just really took a lot of research, you know? One big asset we had was
WikiLeaks leaked the standard operating procedure for Guantánamo Bay, which
is basically just an instruction manual on how to run the place. Which is hugely
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helpful because it gives you all those details—timetables, paperwork, all these
great things. But I think the bigger challenge—to try and capture that spiritual
zeitgeist of what does it feel like down there? Cause that's really what the movie's
about. It's about the impact of life down there and what this place does and how it
changes these people, both the detainees and soldiers. (Quoted in Simon 2014: 1)
Sattler had the opportunity to demonstrate the experience of soldiers working at the
Detainee Library, and yet he chose to instead focus on PFC Amy Cole, a female guard
tasked with occasionally manning the bookmobile. We never see her sorting books. We
do not know if she has contact with the main librarian in the Detainee Library. We also
never learn how she came to acquire the last copy of the Harry Potter series. Did she
have her mother send her the book? Did she order it through Amazon? These are small
details that Sattler could have included in his narrative; they might have potentially made
the audience more aware of the challenges working in the Detainee Library.

4.3 On Patronage: Journalists versus Filmmakers
In previous chapters I discuss the importance of the idea of patronage. André Lefevere
defines this concept as “the powers (persons, institutions) that can further or hinder the
reading, writing, and rewriting of literature” (Lefevere 1992: 15). According to Lefevere,
patronage encapsulates three key elements: ideology, economics, and status (Lefevere
1992: 16). He asserts that patrons have distinct views about the ways in which societies
should function and engage with literary systems.
In the context of U.S. cinema, it is important to distinguish the patrons of U.S.
journalists from those of U.S. filmmakers. It is clear that both journalists and filmmakers
interested in telling the story of Guantánamo are undoubtedly influenced by the U.S.
military, but the degree of influence can differ. Sattler did not engage directly with the
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Joint Task Force of Guantánamo, because he did not visit the detention camp. Many
journalists—like Carol Rosenberg of the Miami Herald—have to maintain ongoing
professional relationships with individual members of the military at the U.S. Naval
Station of Guantánamo if they want to share certain stories with their readers.
Making a film is a typically a negotiation between a different set of stakeholders.
As a filmmaker Peter Sattler needed to contend with a larger power hierarchy that
underlies the entire U.S. film industry. The film premiered on January 17, 2014, at the
2014 Sundance Film Festival in the U.S. dramatic competition category, and shortly
thereafter IFC Films released the movie nationwide. An entire web of individuals,
including sponsors, actors, agents, and others, contributed their time, their money, and
their reputations to the cinematic effort.
The U.S. military is not a patron of Sattler in the same way that it is a patron of
Rosenberg. Sattler opted out of visiting the detention camp, and his future film projects
do not appear to involve Guantánamo. The U.S. military can ask soldiers not to watch
Camp X-Ray. It can even censor the film outright on U.S. naval bases, but it cannot
economically hurt Sattler in the same way that it can damage Rosenberg. Rosenberg
relies on the U.S. military to gain access to the U.S. military tribunals and the detention
camp; her employer, the Miami Herald, even has an office in Guantánamo. Sattler’s film
did not garner the support of Navy Captain Tom Gresback, who stated in an email to
Carol Rosenberg that “policy does not allow members of the guard force to engage in or
hold conversations with the detainees beyond the mission at hand” (quoted in Rosenberg
2014: 1). Despite their disdain with his depiction of certain practices, members of the
U.S. military had no control over Sattler during his process of rewriting.
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I want to emphasize that in my analysis of Peter Sattler and his film, I am not
stating that he fails to meet the minimum requirements of an activist translator. I am
instead arguing that his narrative of the Detainee Library does not represent an activist
rewriting of the place. Although his narrative of women in the U.S. military may prove
controversial, his decision to focus the plot on absence of a certain Harry Potter book
does not introduce his audience to any considerable degree of thematic newness. As I
mentioned in the last chapter, U.S. journalists had already written extensively about the
popularity of Harry Potter by 2014 (Webley 2010; Pindar 2009).
4.4 Scenes
In the following section I explore two conversations between PFC Amy Cole (AC) and
Ali (AA). I argue that these scenes represent missed opportunities, where Peter Sattler
could have introduced new information about the mechanics of the Detainee Library.
4.4.1 Hannibal Lecter
One of the first dialogues between PFC Cole and Ali helps to emphasize the ways in
which both the guard and the detainee misunderstand each other. In this scene we see
PFC Cole allude to a character from a series of suspense novels by Thomas Harris. She
confuses Ali. This conversation demonstrates a likely scenario: the guard, PFC Cole,
mentions a literary figure, who she assumes is absent in the detainee's country of origin.
AC: "Cut the Hannibal Lecter shit. Just keep it down."
AA: "What? What is Hannibal Lecter?"
AC: "I said keep it down."
AA: "Yeah, I'm trying to understand what you are telling me. You are saying
'Stop Hannibal Lecter," so I have to know what Hannibal Lecter is then I stop
doing that."
AC: “He's a guy in a movie that talks too much.”
AA: “I haven't heard this movie.”
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AC: “Well, it's probably banned where you're from anyway.”
AA: “You mean in Germany? Huh?” (Sattler 2014)
It is important to highlight what is not said in this back and forth between PFC Cole and
Ali. After Ali reveals that he is not from the Middle East but rather Germany, PFC Cole
does not offer him German books from the bookmobile. Her cart is a hodgepodge of
Arabic and English books, and at no point does she indicate that the Detainee Library
might have reading materials in other languages. At the time of filming there were
already a number of articles in circulation that spoke of the high number of languages
available in the Detainee Library, so it is unclear why Sattler chooses to keep the
bookmobile bilingual rather than multilingual. PFC Cole never asks Ali about the
languages he speaks. All of their dialogue is in English.
Sattler misses an opportunity to delve into the linguistic richness of the detainee
population: by 2014 the New York Times, the Guardian, and other major newspapers in
the U.S. and U.K. had already published a number of articles about the diverse origins of
the detainees and their differing levels of language proficiency and literacy. His lack of
attention towards the linguistic diversity among detainees is understandable in ideological
terms. Sattler sought to humanize soldiers first. We see in this scene that PFC Cole had
not been informed about the background of Ali; she thus encounters a different type of
isolation, an informational black hole. Ultimately Sattler’s plotline shines an especially
bright light on the experiences of guards, while detainees and their diverse struggles are
largely left in the dark.
4.4.2 Islam
As I have already mentioned, journalists have written many stories about the handling of
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the Qur’an in the detention camps that are run by the U.S. Army in Afghanistan and in
Guantánamo Bay. It is therefore far from surprising that Peter Sattler would incorporate
holy Islamic texts into his narrative.
AA: Tell me what you like to read. Ah. You are a soldier, and soldiers, they don't
like books.
AC: I thought you only read the Qur’an.
AA: The Qur'an, yes. We - I've read it 1 million times. You know what, Ehan
there in 108, he has memorized it, the whole book. Hey Ehan, tell something to
Blondie from the Qur'an.
[Ehan recites from the Qur'an.]
AC: Think he's trying to tell you to leave me alone.
AA: You know, Blondie, I read your Bible too. My opinion of the Bible is, the
first half of the book, it is very good. It has armies, plenty of magic, which I like
very much. Things like that. But you know the second half, it has some magic, but
not so much. It is boring.
AC: Well you don't dis my holy book, I won't dis yours.
This dialogue is one of the few documented instances in the cinematic and journalistic
coverage of the U.S. Naval Station of Guantánamo that alludes to the reading habits of
the guards. I mention this detail, because Sattler chooses not to have any scenes take
place in the Morale, Welfare, and Recreation Community Library, a facility intended for
members of the military. Similarly Sattler does not probe PFC Cole's reading preferences
at any point during the film. The only time in which multimedia are incorporated into the
plotline is when one soldier asks another to copy sexually explicit DVDs for him. Sattler
misses an opportunity to examine information (in)access and isolation as they are
experienced by members of the military at GiTMO.

4.5 Women in Guantánamo
If Sattler does take a risk, it is in the depiction of challenges that women in the U.S.
military encounter. Clearly one factor underlying Sattler’s decision to highlight the
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plight of women at Guantánamo is influenced by his receptor audience. Many members
of Sattler’s audience in the United States in 2014 were women, individuals that could
identify with PFC Amy Cole and her uncomfortable experience. On U.S. military bases
in Guantánamo and in the Middle East, evidence suggests that female lawyers,
interpreters, and military personnel have faced a number of specific challenges related to
their gendered identities (cf. Huskey 2009; Khan 2008; Christensen 2004). Sattler’s
decision to paint the plight of PFC Amy Cole in painful detail is intentional. He does not
give the Detainee Library the same level of attention.
A number of books have tried to examine the challenges that women face in
Guantánamo. In Justice at Guantánamo (2009) Kristine Huskey discusses what it means
to be a feminist and a defendant of male detainees; she also highlights the female judges
and lawyers, who have influenced her own ideological development. Translator and
interpreter Mahvish Khan discloses in My Guantánamo Diary (2008) some of the
conversations that she had with detainees, and she focuses in particular on her attempts to
navigate the detention camp as a woman.
Journalists have also described the struggles of female guards. David Welna
(2015: 1) describes an episode in 2015, when a judge blocked female guards from
touching five Muslim detainees on trial for plotting the September 11 attacks; some of
these soldiers subsequently filed Equal Opportunity complaints against the judge.
However narratives written by female guards previously or formerly stationed at
Guantánamo are few in number; many of their stories are only available in publications
funded by the U.S. military, such as Wire.
Sattler’s narrative does not include these episodes. He develops a plot that
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presents Amy Cole, the female guard, as an ally of Ali, the detainee; she files a complaint
when her superior requires her to watch Ali shower naked and effectively becomes his
advocate. This entire process is a departure from documented interactions between
female guards and detainees. In an interview Brandon Neely, a former guard in 2002,
explained that “when a detainee yelled an expletive at a female guard…a crew of soldiers
beat the man up and held him down so that the woman could repeatedly strike him in the
face” (quoted in Melia 2009: 1). In 2005 the New York Times published an editorial
entitled “The Women of Gitmo” that decried the role the ways in which female soldiers
had actively participated in the interrogation of detainees:
A Pentagon report released Wednesday contained page after page of appalling
descriptions of the use of women soldiers as sexual foils in interrogations. One
officer ordered a soldier to buy some perfume at the PX and rub it on the arm of a
detainee "to distract" him. The report said that in response, the prisoner tried to
bite her….There were several instances when female soldiers rubbed up against
prisoners and touched them inappropriately. In April 2003, a soldier did that in a
T-shirt after removing her uniform blouse.
Sattler had the opportunity to present multiple narratives of women in GiTMO,
and in the beginning he tries to represent their diverse experiences by having a female
foil to Cole: PFC Mary Winters. In nearly all of her interactions with fellow soldiers,
Cole is reserved and independent, but Winters diligently follows the lead of her male
counterparts and ultimately engages in a sexual relationship with her superior, Corporal
Randy Ransdell. Cole earns the disfavor of Ransdell after rebuffing him romantically. We
never see Winters in the detention camp. She only appears in scenes that take place off
the base and in the cafeteria, and she does not interact with detainees at any point in the
film. The rigid binary that develops between Cole and Winters is clearly deliberate. In
Sattler’s narrative, there are only two ways to be a female at GiTMO. Winters follows the
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orders of her male superiors but does not harm detainees, because she does not interact
with them. Cole slowly befriends a detainee and files a complaint with Ransdell’s
superior, claiming that his orders contradicted the Standard Operating Procedures. Sattler
could have included other female characters to further problematize the struggles they
face as individuals in a predominantly male system.

4.6 A Note on the Standard Operating Procedures
It is interesting to note that Sattler leaves out a significant detail mentioned in the
Standard Operating Procedures of 2003 (Department of Defense 2003: 94). The Joint
Task Force gave detainees surgical masks to serve as bookshelves. At that juncture
detainees could not have sharp edges in their cells, and thus the surgical mask allowed
them to create a small crevice whereby the Qur’an could be kept off the dirty floor.
Sattler intentionally avoided including any allusion to this architectural issue in his film.
Ali puts his Qur’an on a shelf that is built into the wall of his room, and there is no
mention of a surgical mask.87
The Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) of 2003 and 2004 are more than 500
pages in length, and thus a full discussion of the texts as they relate to Camp X-Ray is far
beyond the scope of this chapter. Nonetheless it does seem important to underscore that
Sattler does not fully reconstruct the detention camp based on the policies described in
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Sattler misses an opportunity to teach his audience about specific hadith from the Qur’an that
speak to the ways in which individuals should handle and store the sacred text. He avoids
mentioning the Qur’anic reference on ritual purity that belongs to verses 56:77-79: “That this is
indeed a Qur’an most honourable. In a book [kitab] well-guarded, which none shall touch but
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Removing” in The Death of Sacred Texts (Oxford: Routledge, 2016), 31-54.
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the SOPs. He simplifies the rules and regulations related to the Detainee Library. For
example in the SOPs, there is an elaborate explanation of which members of the military
can work in the Detainee Library and to what extent they can interact with detainees. In
this excerpt of the SOP we see the complex linguistic system that the U.S. military has
developed to describe the staff at the Detainee Library.
The DL will have two full-time service members drawn from the JDOG
Interpreter Cell to perform duties as librarians during hours of operation. One of
these personnel will serve as the NCO Supervisor/Librarian and the other as the
Assistant Librarian. Two more interpreters will assist the librarians in the actual
distribution and return of the reading materials. (Department of Defense 2003:
15.3).
Sattler does not use the term “librarian” once in the entire duration of the film. This
linguistic lacuna does not come as a significant surprise, but it is a representation of
Sattler’s own ideological system. He consistently leans towards honoring the challenges
that members of the military encounter.
Furthermore Sattler chooses not to tell his audience the way in which PFC Cole
acquired the last Harry Potter book. He could have shown her requesting new reading
material “through [sic] normal J-4 process” (Department of Defense 2003: 15.4), as the
SOPs instruct. Sattler does however choose to incorporate the following policy into his
plotline: “If a Koran must be removed at the direction of the CJDOG, the detainee library
personnel or Chaplain will be contacted to retrieve and properly store the Koran in the
detainee library. The request for the librarian/Chaplain, as well as the retrieval itself, will
be logged appropriately” (Department of Defense 2003: 6.2). Towards the end of the film
a guard mentions that a chaplain needs to be called to handle the Qur’an left behind in
Ali’s cell.
Overall Sattler consistently avoids delving into the details of detainees, but he
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does explore the complexity of the lived experiences of guards. He does not represent the
policy in the SOP that “detainees will have 30 minutes to consume meals” (Department
of Defense 2003: 10.1). He also does not show that each selected detainee is supposed to
only receive “reading material once a week in exchange for a publication already in the
detainee’s possession” (Department of Defense 2003: 15.4).

4.7 Additional Omissions in the Translated Text
In thinking about Sattler’s methodology as a rewriter, we have to address the content and
the narratives that he omitted, and therefore we need to revisit Chapters 2 and 3. In
Chapter 2 I analyze data about the inventory of the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library
that the Department of Defense originally delivered to Dr. Susan Maret in 2013. In
Chapter 3 I examine the narratives of the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library developed
by a number of journalists. What is distinctive about Sattler’s approach as a rewriter is
that he chooses not to incorporate most of the material available in these source texts, and
his decision to omit has ideological implications.
If we return to my data analysis of Chapter 2, we can make a few statements
about what type of material and information Sattler omitted. He does not reveal the size
of the Detainee Library’s inventory in his plot. By not showing the Detainee Library at
any juncture during the film, he gives the impression that U.S. military does not maintain
a large collection of books for detainees. We know based on my analysis in Chapter 2
that when Sattler filmed Camp X-Ray, over 10,878 book titles across 18 distinct
language categories were in the Detainee Library. Sattler prioritizes showing his audience
images of the cafeteria and barracks, again highlighting the experiences of guards over
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detainees. Sattler’s decision to not show the Detainee Library may have been a matter of
logistics. It is not easy to reconstruct a library with almost 11,000 books, but it might
have helped demonstrate the challenges that accompany maintaining such a controversial
facility.
In the context of Harry Potter, Sattler also deviates from both the popular
narratives put forth by journalists as well as the known information about the inventory
list. At one juncture journalist Victoria Derbyshire (2011: 1) announced that detainees
had access to the series in 18 languages. However a close reading of the inventory
list reveals a different scenario. The inventory list reveals that the entire series is
available in Arabic and French. Only part of the series is available in Pashto. All of the
books in the series save Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows (2007) are available in
German. This is a fascinating twist; Sattler’s plot revolves on the fiction that Harry
Potter and the Deathly Hallows (2007) is not available in English, but his detainee, Ali,
hails from Bremen, Germany. Sattler could have made Ali plead for the last book in the
Harry Potter series in German, a book that according to the data is indeed not available
in the Detainee Library. He decided instead to make Ali’s plight an English one, even
though the inventory list shows that the whole series is indeed available in English.
Sattler could have completely transformed his plot by making Ali speak only in
German for the duration of the film. He could have made Ali only be literate in German.
Instead he gives us Ali, a multilingual detainee who speaks Arabic and English
throughout the film. Ali mysteriously never asks to read Harry Potter in Arabic. He only
asks for English books. Sattler may have opted to cultivate this linguistic environment
for the ease of his audience, but Ali could have asked for German or Arabic books
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without breaking from his dialogue in English. Sattler therefore chooses to ignore not
only the linguistic diversity of detainees but also that of the Detainee Library and its
offerings. Sattler disengages from ethical questions pertaining to the cultural exchange of
information related to the Detainee Library; his work becomes a “passive vehicle of
dominant norms” (Tymoczko 2010: 323) and acts as a servant of U.S. military power by
not highlighting the diverse linguistic needs of detainees.

4.8 Conclusion
Researching Guantánamo is no easy feat. Like Sattler I too have had to rely on an
amalgam of Department of Defense documents as well as interviews with journalists and
U.S. veterans. What I have learned in this process is that as researchers we make
deliberate micro-decisions along the way regarding which aspects of the narrative to
prioritize. In an interview with Carol Rosenberg of the Miami Herald, Sattler explained
that a 2002 Camp X-Ray guard, Brandon Neely, told him “how realistic the film felt”
(Sattler quoted in Rosenberg 2014). Neely is one of the more vocal ex-guards, and his
narrative is easily accessible.88 As we judge Sattler’s choices, we do have to pause and
think of feasibility. It is harder to find the testimonies from former detainee librarians,
because they are fewer in number.
Neely’s commentary brings to mind another issue that we are not able to probe
fully in the course of this chapter. We cannot condemn Sattler unconditionally for his
reputation for failing to be an activist translator. His plotline emphasizes the challenges
and discomfort that female members of the military can encounter in Guantánamo. In this
88
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regard we might very well say that Sattler is forcing his audience to experience newness.
Tymoczko alludes to this process in her definition of cultural translation: “…a
translator’s skill in cultural translation lies in large measure in inducing an audience to be
willing to learn, to receive difference, to experience newness” (Tymoczko 2007: 232).
Sattler introduces his audience to some of the challenges that women experience in
Guantánamo, but remarkably it is not clear if he consulted with any female veterans in his
research process.
I want to close with a question posed by Tymoczko quoted in the epigraph to this
chapter: “If it is difficult for both insiders and outsiders to perceive the nature of a
culture, as Bourdieu suggests, how is it possible for translators to achieve an
understanding of the cultural elements of source texts?” (Tymoczko 2007: 234). Peter
Sattler makes a distinct choice in cultivating his own positionality as a translator. At no
point during Sattler’s research did he ever visit the real detention camp in Guantánamo
Bay; Rosenberg adds that “he never considered asking for the prison camp tour—a
weekly offering by the public affairs team when the war court is not in session”
(Rosenberg 2014: 1). In his approach as a rewriter of the narrative of the detention camp,
Sattler relied on personal testimonies and governmental documents, but he did not engage
directly with the primary document, the camp itself. He chose to be an outsider as a
translator, and that detail should not go unnoted.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION
Libraries are directly and immediately involved in the conflict which divides our world,
and for two reasons: first, because they are essential to the functioning of a
democratic society; second, because the contemporary conflict touches the
integrity
of scholarship, the freedom of the mind, and even the survival of culture,
and libraries are the great tools of scholarship, the great repositories of culture, and the
great symbols of the freedom of the mind.
Franklin D. Roosevelt, American Library Association Bulletin 36 (1942: 2)
In the midst of discussions…one of the representatives from the Department of Justice
blurted out, “What about Guantánamo? We have a 99-year lease there. We don’t need
Cuban permission.” In fact, it was more than a 99-year lease. The actual terms of the
treaty were such that it lasted until both parties consented to breaking the terms of the
treaty. In essence, this meant that Cuba had no control over ending the treaty and the
United States would hold to it for as long as possible….On the lists that were being
generated, no one had yet mentioned Guantánamo. Now, as soon as the name surfaced, it
seemed to fill the room, excluding other options. Could it work? Was it secure enough?
Were there really no foreign-country constraints that applied there?
Karen J. Greenberg, The Least Worst Place (2009: 6)
There is no “usual” in Guantánamo.
Jason Wright, Obama's Guantánamo (2016: 198)
In January 2002 the U.S. military transferred 156 detainees to the U.S. Naval
Station in Guantánamo Bay and began developing a network of subcamps to hold other
individuals. In total, 779 men have been sent to Guantánamo (Paik 2016: 152). Karen J.
Greenberg notes that at that the beginning Guantánamo “was a no-man’s-land for
justice….There was no embassy, nor did rules governing embassies abroad apply. Even
ships had clearer jurisdictional mandates than did Guantánamo” (2009: 19). Johan Steyn,
a British jurist, later called Guantánamo Bay a “legal black hole” (2004: 1). The
Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library is a paradoxically a place of enrichment that belongs
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to a system of darkness and detention.
The main argument of this thesis is that the rewriters of the story of the Guantánamo
Bay Detainee Library, namely journalists and film auteurs, engage differently with primary
source material; what they omit and include in their narratives varies and depends largely
on their pre-established ideologies. In the field of translation studies, this thesis contributes
a new case study that demonstrates some of the ideological approaches that rewriters
employ to construct narratives about Guantánamo. My research highlights the ongoing
impact that patronage has had on the stories told about the U.S. detention camp, and it
demonstrates the challenges of examining a library that belongs to a highly controversial
and repressive system.
In the first chapter I review previous studies of prison and detainee libraries, and I
introduce the concepts of rewriting, power, patronage, and ideology. In the second
chapter I myself rewrite the story of the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library, evaluating
the ways in which material is unevenly distributed across 18 language groups. In the third
chapter I examine civilian and military journalists as rewriters and then evaluate the ways
in which their news articles about the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library are rooted in
disparate ideologies. In the fourth chapter I investigate the ideological aspects of culture
and language governing the rewriting of the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library as told
through the fictitious lens of Camp X-Ray (2014).

5.1 Ideology, Power, and Systems
I incorporate ideology and power into my framework, so that I can better understand
what is omitted, what is added, and what is rewritten in narratives related to the
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Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library. It is evident that journalists and other rewriters
involved in telling the stories of the Detainee Library and its controversial collection have
relied on a host of different strategies. As the years progress it is likely that these
individuals may adopt new approaches, new biases, and new frameworks to consider the
legacy of the Detainee Library. In this thesis I assert that Guantánamo is the collision of
many systems, including the ideological, religious, economic, social, psychological, and
legal; we cannot fully disentangle one from the other.
5.2 Limitations of This Study
The members of the U.S. military who have helped establish and maintain the
Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library have largely escaped historical attention. They do not
factor largely into this study, because the U.S. government has not disclosed the identities
of most of the military librarians working at GiTMO. Charlie Savage (2013: 1) only
briefly alludes to the chief librarian in his New York Times article, "Invisible Men," and
he does not identify the man by his real name. As a result little is known still about many
of the hierarchies and protocols that dictate how the Detainee Library works. There are at
least two reasons for this lacuna. First, it is an exhausting and timely process to request
documentation about the Detainee Library through the United States Southern Command.
Furthermore, personal testimonies of detainee librarians remain tucked away in
publications for and by military personnel, including The Wire.89 Given ongoing national
security concerns and the controversy of the naval base, it is not surprising that the U.S.
government would make it challenging for researchers, journalists, and others to access
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information about the Detainee Library.
Another weakness in this study is that I did not situate military chaplains in the
culture of the Detainee Library. There is evidence to suggest that over the years,
especially in the interval between the publication of the Standard Operating Procedures in
2003 and 2004, that chaplains working with detainees lost authority and that Joint Task
Force curtailed their power to make changes in the Detainee Library. Too little is known
about the role that chaplains play in the Detainee Library today, as most of the cited
material on chaplains at Guantánamo Bay relates to the writings of James Yee.90 Yee
served as a Muslim chaplain at the U.S. naval base but was subsequently arrested on
suspicion of espionage and held in solitary confinement before being given an honorary
discharge. No other chaplains at the U.S. naval base have since come forward with any
additional information about the Detainee Library.
Scholars conducting comparative research on detainee libraries run by the U.S.
military face multiple challenges. Institutional descriptive facts are scattered, and
longitudinal data remain hard to find. One example of this dearth of research material is
evident in the case of the most recent predecessor of the Guantánamo Bay Detainee
Library, its counterpart in the Bagram Air Base's detention facility. The Bagram Air
Base's library for detained Taliban members only attracted media outlets' attention after
February 2012, when U.S. troops burned several copies of the Qur'an (Coburn 2016:
173). American journalists' limited coverage of the incident at the Bagram Air Base
reveals a tendency to focus upon specific episodes in a library's history. Mirroring this
approach American journalists describing the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library
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highlight banned books. Whether banned or burned, the emphasis in the American media
and in prison studies is continuously upon individual books as opposed to the bibliotheca
as a system of its own (Hansen 2011: 328).

5.3 Future Work
There are a number of questions that I am unable to explore exhaustively in the confines
of this thesis. Despite having access to the extensive inventory at the Guantánamo Bay
Detainee Library, we still do not know what procedures military librarians follow in order
to decide which books go on the bookmobiles that are then taken to the cells of detainees.
Many of the micro-decisions made by the U.S. government regarding the development of
the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library remain unknown, and as we saw in Chapter 1, these
micro-decisions have ideological import. We do not know the amount of money that the
U.S. military has invested in the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library facilities since they
opened in 2002. We do not know the range of measures that the U.S. military undertakes
to ensure that detainees at Guantánamo have access to reading materials in their native
language(s). These are all subjects that are worth studying through continued quantitative
and qualitative research in translation studies.
This research also highlights a number of logistical and technical challenges that
researchers of the Guantánamo Bay detention camp face. One issue that is particularly
relevant in the field of translation studies is that many of the declassified documents,
newspaper articles, interviews, and other primary sources related to Guantánamo are only
available in English. For example based on my preliminary research, the only version of
the Standard Operating Procedures of 2003 is the one that the Department of Defense
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wrote. Consequently many important details about the policies and practices in the
detention camp are only available to a certain community of researchers.
5.4 Other Rewriters
Journalists, film auteurs, and researchers are not the only rewriters of the narrative of the
Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library. On June 30, 2008 the Social Responsibilities Round
Table (SRRT) of the American Library Association voted to adopt the “Resolution on
Guantánamo and the Rights of Detainees to Read” (2008). Ultimately members of the
SRRT voted against sending the resolution to the American Library Association Council,
which might have had the authority to share the text with a larger audience. As a result
the “Resolution on Guantánamo and the Rights of Detainees to Read” (2008) only had an
afterlife in the SRRT Newsletter.91
5.5 The Future of Detainee Libraries
Debate continues over what fate awaits the U.S. Naval Station at Guantánamo
Bay and by extension the shrinking population of the detention camp. This decrease in
the number detained at GiTMO does not diminish the relevance of detainee libraries.
Even if the U.S. government dismantles its detention camp, other governments are likely
to grapple with the following question: what reading facilities should be provided to
detained individuals, who are believed to be affiliated in some capacity with the Islamic
State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL)? Might there be other Guantánamos? What ideologies
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are guiding foreign governments choosing to hold detained ISIL affiliates in military-run
prisons? To what extent are these foreign governments taking the literary and linguistic
needs of detainees into account?92

5.6  A Note on Linguistic Isolation
Peter Honigsberg (2014) is the only researcher thus far to suggest new standards
and procedures to ensure that no detainee, at Guantánamo or elsewhere, experiences
linguistic isolation. He proposes these following guidelines:
1. Inquire as to the language of each detainee when the inmate enters the system.
Then, after initial screening in a language that the detainee can understand, house
the detainee, if possible, with others who speak the language—unless there are
legitimate and recognized administrative reasons to isolate the individual. The
detainee should also be provided a “foreign prisoners information pack” in a
language the detainee understands. The pack would set out the basic rules and
regulations of the prison, prisoners’ rights and duties, complaint procedures, legal
aid and medical treatment.
2. Apply the U.S. federal prison system requirement—that everyone in the prison
system take English classes if they do not speak English, to inmates in military
prisons.
3. Identify and make available to the detainee an interpreter who speaks the
language of the prisoner until the prisoner learns proficient English.
4. Employ members of the prison staff who are familiar with the cultures and
languages of the various foreign prisoners and who have the ability and skills to
communicate with the foreign prisoners. (Honigsberg 2014: 24)
Despite the breadth of these suggestions, Honigsberg (2014: 24) avoids outlining how the
JTF might alternatively acquire and distribute books in a way that limits the extent of
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linguistic isolation experienced by detainees. Many authors and activists have criticized
the Joint Task Force for content that is missing from the Detainee Library.93 However no
one has proposed another way to provide reading materials to detainees or to prevent
linguistic isolation amongst them. With the gradual release of more and more detainees
by the Obama administration, it may be possible to gleam more information through
interviews about to what extent the collection at the Detainee Library has impacted the
detainee population.
The detention camp’s structure and population has undoubtedly forced some
detainees to endure linguistic isolation, but it has also clearly given some detainees the
opportunity to learn languages and enrich themselves.94 Scott Tilsen, the former defense
attorney to two Afghan detainees, gave two anecdotes that demonstrate the range of
linguistic experiences detainees can experience. One of his clients, Mustafa Sohail,
managed to learn Arabic during his detention in Guantánamo. His other client, a Darispeaking Shiite, became a social pariah amongst the predominantly Pashtun Afghan
detainee population, who chose not to talk to him.95

5.7 Researching Guantánamo: The Path Ahead
Although this thesis answers a number of questions about the role of rewriting,
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patronage, and power in the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library, it leaves a greater
number unanswered. The beauty of translation studies is that it encourages collaboration
and interdisciplinarity, two processes that underlie each chapter in this text. Tymoczko
states that “even if only minimally, implicitly, indirectly, or meretriciously, translations
almost always construct a cultural image of a source” (2007: 127). Translation theorists
and translators studying Guantánamo should consult a range of different theoretical
frameworks. They should also consider the benefits of collaborating with researchers
from different cultures and disparate intellectual ecosystems. There is a responsibility to
be aware of our own frameworks as we ourselves rewrite. To that end researchers,
journalists, translators and artists looking to engage with Guantánamo should reflect on
their own ideological positionings as well as those of their predecessors.
Rewriters face another challenge in their work: broken hyperlinks. I encountered
this issue in my initial attempt to find and collect photos of books that were circulated
among detainees in Guantánamo. In February 2015 I first accessed the “Review of
Department Compliance with [sic] President’s Executive Order on Detainee Conditions
of Confinement,” a document that retired Admiral Walsh had helped prepare.96 Appendix
12.7 of the Review was titled “Detainee Issue Items” and contained photos of items that
the Joint Task Force— Guantánamo had allegedly given to detainees. One image,
included in this thesis as Appendix F, showed a prayer mat next to some orange garb, and
nestled next to the prayer mat, there was an Arabic/English bilingual copy of Anna
Karenina. At the time I did not use any web archiving tools to save the image. I assumed
that it would be available in the months and years to come, because it belonged to an
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appendix of a report that had been prepared for President Obama.
In April 2016 I returned to the Review and found that all of the hyperlinks under
the “List of Appendices” no longer worked properly. I began a correspondence with the
Department of Defense Public Help Web Desk to recover the files and received the
following message from Wendy Butler, an employee at the Department of Defense
Public Help Web Desk:
Dear Ms. McCammon, Thank you for your patience as we attempted to find the
links to the appendices for the pdf document: Review of Department Compliance
with President's Executive Order on Detainee Conditions of Confinement.
Because this document is on the archived Defense.gov site, we are unable to find
the links for you. We also are unable to find the originator of the document – we
thought they would be able to assist, but we were unsuccessful.
I then visited the Internet Archive’s Wayback Machine, an archiving tool that crawls the
Internet and stores content from the web. I found a version of “Review of Department
Compliance with [sic] President's Executive Order on Detainee Conditions of
Confinement” and asked the Department of Defense Public Help Web Desk to reinstate
the hyperlinks. James Garrett, Chief of Operations of the Department of Defense’s Public
Help Web. In an email message that I received on June 13, 2016, he responded that “we
do not require your assistance regarding The Internet Archive.”
This incident carries with it three important lessons for rewriters. The first lesson
involves the complexity of wartime archives: U.S. military history is increasingly
digitized, and as such it is easy for primary source material tied to Guantánamo to
become lost amongst broken hyperlinks. The second takeaway is that individuals
researching and rewriting the stories of Guantánamo need to be resourceful; they should
consider using web archiving tools, such as Perma.cc and the Webrecorder.io, in order to
preserve content originally posted on websites that are maintained by the U.S.
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government. The third lesson is one that has surfaced multiple times in the course of this
thesis: there is no single archive of Guantánamo. Consequently rewriters need to think
deliberately and carefully about which primary source documents they choose to omit
and which they choose to use.
There are a number of efforts to archive GiTMO, but none can claim to be
comprehensive. Peter Jan Honigsberg, a law professor at the University of San Francisco
School of Law, runs Witness to Guantánamo. It is the only systematic effort to interview
former detainees, prison guards, chaplains, prosecutors, habeas attorneys, FBI agents,
interpreters, family members of detainees, and others tied to GiTMO. The New York
Times runs the Guantánamo Docket, an interactive database of documents pertaining to
the people and policies at GiTMO. Charlie Savage and four other journalists started a
Tumblr blog in 2013 to share photos that they had taken of the Guantánamo Bay
Detainee Library. All of these initiatives try to track the development of a military
system, and they rely on different types of records. None of these projects is committed
to creating an archive of materials related to the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library.
5.8 The Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library: Many Libraries in One
In this thesis I examine the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library as it is and as it was.
There are at least two other versions that rewriters of the Guantánamo Bay Detainee
Library need to contemplate: the library as it can be imagined and reimagined. To
imagine the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library is to take into account what we know
about the facility—information gleamed from the Standard Operating Procedures, photos
from journalists, and other primary source material—and envision it from afar. As a
researcher the United States government refuses to permit me to visit and observe the
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Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library, and as a result I draw on available documents to
envision the library.
To reimagine the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library is to consider what it could
have been, to think of the other ways the Joint Task Force—Guantánamo might have
developed it. What if the American Library Association had formed a task force to
suggest books for the U.S. government to buy? What if the Joint Task Force—
Guantánamo had approached organizations like Human Rights Watch and Amnesty
International for advice on which books to acquire for a detainee population with
individuals from over forty different countries? To what extent would the collection have
grown differently if U.S. citizens had been allowed to send book donations to the Joint
Task Force—Guantánamo? In what ways might the facility have changed if detainees had
been permitted to visit the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library, instead of only receive
items from a bookmobile? What books might have been acquired or censored if the U.S.
government had put a panel of professors in charge of the Guantánamo Bay Detainee
Library? What would the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library look like under a President
Donald Trump or a President Hillary Clinton? What if instead of Milton, the single
defense contractor maintaining the facility, a collective appointed by the United Nations
or the International Red Cross ran the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library?
5.9 The Future of the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library
As of July 2016 seventy-six detainees remain in Guantánamo, and it is unclear what
future might await the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library. If the detention camp is
closed, what might happen to its extensive collection of books, magazines, and DVDS?
Might the library’s contents be merged with that of the Morale, Welfare and Recreation
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Community Library, the reading facility maintained for members of the U.S. military
serving in Guantánamo? Would the books in the Guantánamo Bay Detainee Library meet
the same fate as the Qur’ans that were taken from the Detainee Library in the Bagram Air
Base and burned? What ever happened to the books that were part of the Detainee
Library in the Bagram Air Base that I initially mentioned in section 1.2?
If the detention camp at Guantánamo does ever close, I would like to see the
books placed in a traveling exhibition that could visit schools, public libraries, and
museums in the United States. I could imagine it sparking debate about information
access, detention, and ideology in many communities. It could also help remind students,
librarians, researchers, and others that there are questions about libraries worth pondering
that are outside the realm of digitization. This exhibition could potentially travel to some
of the forty countries whose citizens were held in Guantánamo. It could encourage
residents of Afghanistan, Saudi Arabia, Algeria, and elsewhere to critique the ideologies
adopted by the Joint Task Force—Guantánamo, comment on policies in the Guantánamo
Bay Detainee Library, and call for different practices to be adopted in future detainee
libraries.
One of the issues that I struggle with in this thesis is determining what tools to use
to assess power and trace ideology in a system that remains so inaccessible. The
detention camp in Guantánamo Bay has held over 770 individuals, and each of these
detainees had a unique experience. Some detainees have demonstrated a willingness to
talk about their experiences and to provide testimonies of their detainment. A. Naomi
Paik writes that “reading these testimonies for their narrative structures, themes and
concrete details, we can uncover a different way of knowing about rightlessness that
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cannot be captured by appealing to facts alone and that cannot be documented in any
other way” (Paik 2016: 227).
Paik emphasizes that as the corpus of literature about Guantánamo grows, we as
readers need to be especially careful and discerning of what different ideologies underlie
each rewriting. In the context of Guantánamo it is important to remember that not all
narratives may make it to the public sphere. Some have already disappeared. Others may
remain hidden behind language barriers for decades to come. I want to close by giving
the last word to Humah Abdel Latif Al Dossari, a hunger striker who attempted but
survived suicide; he alludes to the challenge of communicating with the world outside of
Guantánamo.
There was no other alternative to make our voice heard by the world from the
depths of the detention centers except this way in order for the world to reexamine its standing and for the fair people of America to look again at the
situation and try to have a moment of truth with themselves. (Al Dossari 2005: 1)
If researchers and translation theorists in particular want to probe beyond the popular
narratives about Guantánamo, they need to reflect on the interplay between power,
ideology, and patronage. Otherwise voices like those of Al Dossari might stay in the
dark, leaving stories of struggle and strife locked behind the walls of the detention camp.
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APPENDIX A
SCREENSHOT OF INVENTORY LIST DELIVERED TO DR. MARET
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APPENDIX B
LANGUAGE GROUPS REPRESENTED IN THE INVENTORY
Code
AD
AD/EN
AD/FR
AD/IT
AD/PF
AD/RU
AD/SC
AZ/EN
BO/EN
CH
CR/EN
EN
EN/AD
EN/FR
EN/LV
EN/UG
EN/FR/AD
EN/RU
EN/SW
FR
FR/AD
FR/EN
FR/GER
GER
IT
IT/AD
IT/EN
KA
PA
PA/EN
PF
PF/EN
RU
RU/EN
SC
SE/EN
SP
SP/EN
SO
SW

Language
Arabic
Arabic/English
Arabic/French
Arabic/Italian
Arabic/Persian
Arabic/Russian
Arabic/Serbo-Croatian
Azerbaijani/English
Bosnian/English
Chinese
Croatian/English
English
English/Arabic
English/French
English/Latvian
English/Uighur
English/French/Arabic
English/Russian
English/Swahili
French
French/Arabic
French/English
French/German
German
Italian
Italian/Arabic
Italian/English
Kazakh
Pashto
Pashto/English
Persian
Russian
Russian/English
Serbo-Croatian
Serbian-English
Spanish
Spanish/English
Somali
Swahili
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SW/EN
TJ
TJ/EN
TU
UG
UG/CH
UG/EN
UR
UR/EN
UZ
UZ/AD
UZ/EN

Swahili/English
Tajik
Tajik/English
Turkish
Uighur
Uighur/Chinese
Uighur/English
Urdu
Urdu/English
Uzbek
Uzbek/Arabic
Uzbek/English
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APPENDIX C
BREAKDOWN OF LIBRARY COLLECTION BY LANGUAGE
Language
Arabic
Chinese
English
French
German
Italian
Kazakh
Pashto
Persian
Russian
Serbo-Croatian
Spanish
Somali
Swahili
Tajik
Turkish
Uighur
Urdu
Uzbek

Number of Books
7921
21
1166
143
14
5
5
399
267
279
10
49
1
2
3
18
166
332
77
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APPENDIX D
DESCRIPTION OF TITLES BY LANGUAGE GROUP
Arabic
There are 7921 Arabic-only books in the inventory. Titles include The Republic of Love
by Omro Adb al Sami'a, Work the Web: Business to Business Bible by Simon Collin, Test
Your Knowledge by Nabil al Barbari, Interviews of World Leaders by Ibrahim Nafi'a,
Islamic Vision by Zaki Najib Mahmood, World Philosopher by Jaafar Al Yasin, The
Case of Explanation in the Qur'an, Religion Versus Science by Wahid Al Deen Khan, The
Great Buddha by Hamed Abd Al Qadar, What do Do at Hajj by Muhammad Nasir al Din
al-Alban, Spotlight on the Mistakes of Jihad by Ussama Hafiz, Assim Mohammad, et al.,
and Quran for Children by Al A'alami al Sagher.
Chinese
There are 21 Chinese books in the inventory. They include The Tao of Yao by Oliver
Chin, three copies of The Principles of Democracy by the Bureau of International Info
Programs, Macbeth, Othello, Romeo and Juliet, six copies of A Dream of Red Mansions
by Cao Xueqin, Dracula is a Good Neighbor, Late Summer, Phantom Carnival, Lakeside
Phantom, Dracula in the City, and Xi Yan Cuisine by Jacky Yu.
English
There are 1166 English-only books in the inventory. They include The Shambhala Guide
to Taoism by Eva Wong, Rights of Man, Common Sense and Other Political Writings by
Thomas Paine, Utopia by Sir Thomas More, The Passionate Olive: 101 Things to Do
With Olive Oil, The Art of Uzbek Cooking by Lynn Visson, Essence of Rumi's Masnevi,
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The Diary of A Young Girl by Anne Frank, Star Wars: Showdown at Centerpoint by
Roger Macbride Allen, and Nicomachean Ethics by Aristotle.
French
There are 143 French-only books in the inventory. The books by native Francophone
writers are as follows: Nausea by Jean-Paul Satre, The Planetarium by Nathalie Sarraute,
Francois le Champi by George Sand, Knock by Jules Romains, If Only It Were True by
Marc Levy, The Mystery of the Yellow Room by Gaston Leroux, The City of Joy by
Dominique Lapierre, The Deadly Summer by Sebastien Japrisot, Notre Dame de Paris by
Victor Hugo, four books belonging to the The Adventures of Tintin series, Celubee by
Isabelle Hausser, Lucky Luke by R. Goscinny, Night Flight by Antoine de Saint-Exupery,
Atlantic Island by Tony Duvert, Hiroshima My Love by Margarite Duras, Maria
Vandamme by Jacques Duquesne, The Tiding Brought to Mary by Paul Claudel, The Fall
by Albert Camus, Parhan's Journey at the Castle of Alamut and Beyond by Dominique
Bromberger, two copies of Father Goriot by Balzac, History of Switzerland by JeanJacques Bouquet, Words by Jean Paul Sartre, Land of Men by Antoine de Saint-Exupery,
Historical Dictionary of the French Revolution 1789-1799 by Jean Tulard, Jean-Francois
Fayard, and Alfred Fierro, The Pastoral Symphony by Andre Gide, Swell of Tallow by
Guy de Maupassant, four books by Beaumarchais, The Cid by Corneille, The Red and the
Black by Stendhal, Dirty Hands by Jean-Paul Sartre, Door-Closed Followed by The
Mounches by Jean-Paul Sartre, Anthology of the French Poetry by Georges Pompidou,
Rumi: The Wisdom of the Whirling Dervishes by Juliet Mabey, The Art of Black Africa by
Jean Laude, A History of Modern Painting Claude Abromont, Guide to the Theory of
Music by Claude Abromont, The Little Guide to Major Religions by Aline Baldinger-
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Achour, Descartes' Life and the Development of His Philosophy by Genevieve RodisLewis, two copies of Cuisine of Algeria and of the Maghreb by Amina Boutaleb, four
novels by Emile Zola, two books by Maigret Simeon and two books by Georges
Simenon. The books translated from non-English languages are: The Iliad by Homer,
Buddha's Message: Spiritual Lessons by Tsai Chih Chung, and Politics by Plato.
Books written by non-Francophones include: French Grammar: A Complete
Reference Guide by Daniel Calvez, Autobiography of a Yogi by Paramahansa
Yogananda, A History of Modern Painting by Herbert Read, Koraloona: the Other Side
of Paradise by Noel Barber, The Constant Gardener by John Le Carre, 12 books by
Agatha Christie, Pretend You Don't See Her by Mary Higgins Clark, four copies of David
Copperfield by Charles Dickens, seven books by by Arthur Conan Doyle, four novels by
John Grisham, two books by P.D. James, The Strange Crime of Greenwich by Mary
London, 22 books associated with the Harry Potter series, Twenty Thousand Leagues
Under The Sea by Jules Verne, two copies of Around the World in 80 Days by Jules
Verne, The Chinese Shawl by Patricia Wentworth, eight books by Fred Vargas, five
books by J. R. R. Tolkien, Fascination by Stephenie Meyer, four copies of the Bureau of
International Info Programs' Principles of Democracy, and Suspicious Origin by Patricia
MacDonald.
German
There are 13 German-only books in the inventory. They include F is for Fugitive by Sue
Grafton, A is for Alibi by Sue Grafton, two books belonging to the Eragon: Inheritance
series, six books belonging to the Harry Potter series, Charlie Brown and His Friends by
Charles M. Schulz, West-Eastern Poems by Goethe, and The Dream Guardian: The
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Incredible Story of a Goalkeeper by Ronald Reng. This selection is intriguing, because
11/13 or approximately 85% of the collection are in fact translations of English books.
Italian
There are five monolingual Italian books in the inventory. They include The Day of
Judgment by Salvatore Satta, The Scent of Fear by Margaret Yorke, Moby Dick by
Herman Melville, Quiet Chaos by Sandro Veronesi, and The Separation of the Lovers by
Guido Davico Bonino. Of the Italian selection, two books are translations of English
texts: The Scent of Fear and Moby Dick.
Kazakh
There are five monolingual Kazakh books in the inventory. They are The Ancient Gold of
Kazakhstan (K. Akishev, ed.), The Art of Valentin Antoshenko-Alenev (R. A. Amirov,
ed.), Wise Sayings by Khudja Ahmad Yasawi, My Father's Heir by Shaken Kumisbayolu
and The Stomach of Kasirat by Haji Morat Rahimat.
Pashto
There are 399 monolingual Pashto books in the inventory. Titles include The Poems of
Abdul Rahman Baba, Hindostani Stories by Haji Abdul Nabi, Witches' Stories by
Namadullah Damish, Islamic Lessons by Mawlana Kefayat, The Path to Heaven by
Abdullah Fani, Women's Role in Islam by Zahidi Ahmadzai, Children Under Sharia Law
by Pohanmai Zahidy, Parents' Rights in Islam by Zahidi Ahmadzai, The Gold Plant and
Other Tales by Namatullah Rassoli, Geography of Afghanistan, Memories of Russian
War, Lost Love by Abdul Bari Jahani, and Beaming Sun by Ahmad Shah Huqooqee.
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Persian
There are 267 monolingual Persian books in the inventory. Titles include Short Stories of
Today by Mitra Bayat, How to Pray, Shelter of Believers by Mohammad Bin Jezri,
Family Jurisprudence by Dr. Whebta Zahelee, A Glimpse at Iranian History by Badri
Atabai, The Rights and Responsibilities of Women in Islam by Ahmad Isa, Educating the
Ignorant by Abu Lais Samarg, Persian Cuisine by M.R. Ghanoonparvar, Poetry by Hafiz
Sheerazi, The Garden of Sadi by Sadi Sherazi, Some Burned Wood by Hasan Qasim,
Othello by William Shakespeare, World Famous Disasters by Mastamaro Kapura, The
Persians by Faud Rouhani, Afghanistan in the Course of History by Mir Ghulam
Mohamed Ghobar, and The Sad House by Majid Majidi.

Russian
There are 279 monolingual Russian books in the inventory. They include: The Stranger
by Albert Camus, Logic the Art of Thinking by Antoine Arnault, Thief by the Name of
Argerotis by George Wesley Parker, Islam from A to Z by A.A. Savinov, History of Islam
by Justin Wintel, Anthology of Political Thoughts by P. Svetlov, Calligraphy:
Handwriting Scripts of the West and East by R. Kremlinsona, Stories From Today's
Russia by Ludmila Derevyanchenko, Russian Painting: The Most Puzzling and
Mysterious Masterpieces by V. Nadezdina, Russian Tales by Aleksander Nikolayevich,
Don Quixote by Cervantes, The Odessa Tales by Isaac Babel, Ten Political Geniuses by
Dimitry Kuklenko, and The Secrets of an Ottoman Palace: The Private Life of Sultans by
John Freeley.
Serbo-Croatian
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There are 10 monolingual Serbo-Croatian books in the inventory. They include Under
Kun Mountain by Faiz Softic, Stubborn by Mesa Selimovic, Book by Dzelaluddin Rumi,
Behind the Curtain by by Ismet Visegradlija, Naming of Bosnia and Herzegovina by
Vljako Palavestra, Beast by Edin Kukavica, Sophie's World by Jostein Gaarder, Selected
Poems by Mustafa A. Hamza, Songs of Grozdanin by Hamza Humo and Poems of the
Cities by Vehid Gunic. All of these writers, save one, have ties to the former Yugoslavia;
Jostein Gaarder's novel Sophie's World was translated into over 60 languages from its
original Norwegian.
Spanish
There are 49 monolingual Spanish books in the inventory. The collection includes seven
copies of Goosebumps by R. L. Stine, eight copies of the Bureau of International Info
Programs' Principles of Democracy, 22 books associated with the Harry Potter series and
two copies of Magic School Bus by Joanna Cole. There are also 11 books written by
native Hispanophones. They include: Martín Fierro by José Hernández, The General in
His Labyrinth by Gabriel García Márquez, Nothing from the Other World and Other
Stories by Roberto Fontanarrosa, In the Time of the Butterflies by Julia Alvarez, No One
Writes to the Colonel by Gabriel García Márquez, Aunt Julia and the Scriptwriter by
Mario Vargas Liosa and five copies of Don Quijote De La Mancha by Miguel De
Cervantes.
Somali
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There is one monolingual Somali book in the inventory: The Uses of Camel's Forms by
Jaamac Cumar Ciise. Ciise is known among scholars (Lewis 2002) for writing the first
authoritative study of the Dervishes and for collecting the oral literature of Somalia.
Swahili
There are two monolingual Swahili books in the inventory: Buldoza's Wedding and Other
Stories by Said A. Mohamed and The Bride Who Wanted a Special G[i]ft by John Osogo.
Turkish
There are 18 monolingual Turkish books in the inventory. The collection includes at least
seven translations of books that were originally authored in English; they include Albert
Einstein by Leopold Infeld, Great Expectations by Charles Dickens, A Tale of Two Cities
by Charles Dickens, David Copperfield by Charles Dickens, The Prince and the Pauper
by Mark Twain, Call of the Wild by Jack London and Huckleberry Finn by Mark Twain.
A number of books are listed without author, which makes it challenging to decipher
their genre and country of origin. These works include Thinking Animals, Stars, War of
Troy, History of the Turkish Language, Newton, A Guide to the Monuments and
Nasreddin Hoca Jokes and Stories. What is striking about this collection is that it does
not have any of the Turkish novels that have permeated the American publishing industry
through translation. There are no copies of Orhan Pamuk, Elif Şafak, Buket Uzuner,
Ahmet Hamdi Tanpınar, or other Turkish writers. The only Turkish author available in
the entire collection is Rumi, and his works are only available in translation in English
and in French.
Uighur
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There are 166 monolingual Uighur books in the inventory. Items include Islamic Beliefs
by Yusuf Ahmad, Protect the Pureness of Our Religion by Mohammad Yusuf, Islamic
Family Rules by Mohammad Yusuf, Uigher Ethnology by Abdurahim Habibullah.
Books by non-native Uighur speakers include the following: The Arabs In History by
Bernard Lewis, Bring Up Man by Lord Chesterfield, The Hunchback of Notre Dame by
Victor Hugo, Snow White and Other Fairy Tales, Cinderella and Other Fairy Tales, and
The Diary of Anne Frank.

Urdu
There are 332 monolingual Urdu books in the inventory. The majority of titles are by
Pakistani authors such as Mustansar Hussain Tarar, Syed Imtiaz Ali Taj, Asghar Nadeem
Syed, Saadat Hasan Manto and female spiritualist Bano Qudsia. The works range from
100 Love Stories to Lady Novelists from 1930-1990 (Khawateen Afsana Nagar) to Tarzan
(Mogli). There appear to be a number of translations, including Tarzan (Mogli), Harry
Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban, as well as Khalil Gibran's Everlasting. There are few
books that allude to the border controversy between Pakistan and India, but History of
Indian Freedom 1857 by Syed Khursheed Mustafa Rizui is part of the collection. A
number of children's books are also available in Urdu.
Uzbek
There are 77 monolingual Uzbek books in the inventory. The bulk of titles appear to be
written by Uzbek authors, including the playwright Abdullah Qahhar, novelist Tohir
Malik and poet Gʻafur Gʻulom. The works span a broad range of genres; there are
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academic reference materials on onomastics (i.e. Interpretation of Uzbek Names by A.
Begmatov), novels (i.e. Sherlock Holmes in Bukhara by Oman Muhtor), philosophical
meditations (i.e. Humankind's Possession by Tohir Malik), books on Islamic culture and
thought (i.e. Islamic Culture in Central Asia by Ismatalla Abdullah), a translation of
Cicero, as well as four copies of Henry Dunant's Memory of Solferino.
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APPENDIX E
NEWSPAPER ARTICLES RELATED TO THE DETAINEE LIBRARY
Number Publication Newspaper
Date
1.  
September
The
24, 2006
Washington
Post
2.  
November
The Miami
4, 2006
Herald

Article Title

Author

Guantánamo Inmates Turn to
Library Books

Andrew
Selsky

What’s a Bored Detainee to
Do? Check a Book out of The
Library.
Anti-war activist's works
banned at prison camps

Lesley Clark

3.  

August 11,
2009

The Miami
Herald

4.  

August 20,
2010

Time

What Prisoners Are Reading at
Gitmo

Kayla
Webley

5.  

September
15, 2011

The Miami
Herald

Dragon tales circulating at
Guantánamo

Carol
Rosenberg

6.  

October 21,
2011

The Wire

In the Library: A Look Inside
the Detainee Library

Spc. Kelly
Gary

7.  

August 8,
2012

The Miami
Herald

Will Smith’s ‘Fresh Prince’
pleases Guantánamo prisoners

Carol
Rosenberg

8.  

August 8,
2012

New York
Daily News

Erik Ortiz

9.  

August 21,
2013
April 30,
2013

Slate

‘Fresh Prince’ is Popular Pick
among Gitmo prisoners, banishing
‘Harry Potter’ to library shelves
Solzhenitsyn Banned at Gitmo?

May 3,
2013
June 11,
2013
June 13,
2013

The
Guardian
The New
York Times
ActuaLitté

July 15,
2013

The Wall
Street
Journal

10.  

11.  
12.  
13.  

14.  

Melville
House

Cataloging Guantanamo:
Inside The Detention Camp’s
Library
A Glimpse into Guantánamo
Bay’s Library
Invisible Men
Derrière Les Barbèles, La
Bibliothèque du Camp de
Guantánamo
Guantanamo Frowned on John
Grisham Books
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Carol
Rosenberg

Joshua
Keating
Alex
Shephard
Nina
Martyris
Charlie
Savage
Julien
Helmlinger
Jess Bravin

15.  

July 29,
2013

Huffington
Post

Guantanamo’s Secret Camp
Loves ‘Shades Of Grey’
Series, Officials Tell
Congressional Delegation

Ryan Reilly

16.  

July 30,
2013
July 30,
2013
July 30,
2013

Guantánamo Detainees Can’t
Get Enough ‘Fifty Shades of
Grey’
Guantánamo Prisoners Clamor
for ‘Fifty Shades of Grey’
’50 Shades’ popular among
Guantánamo Bay prisoners:
Congressman

Jessica
Chasmar

17.  

The
Washington
Times
Reuters

18.  

NBC News

Jane Sutton
Jane Sutton

19.  

July 30,
2013

The
Telegraph

50 Shades of Grey Preferred
Reading in Guantánamo Bay

Alasdair
Baverstock

20.  

July 30,
2013
July 30,
2013

Tablet

’50 Shades of Grey’ is Very
Popular at GiTMO
Guantánamo Prisoners
Love Fifty Shades

Adam
Chandler
Dan Amira

22.  

July 30,
2013

USA Today

Hot at Guantánamo: ‘Fifty
Shades of Grey’

Michael
Winter

23.  

July 31,
2013

Keerthi
Mohan

24.  

July 31,
2013

International ‘Fifty Shades Of Grey’ Is The
Business
Most Popular Reading Material
Times
Among Guantanamo Bay’s
High-Value Prisoners,
Congressman Jim Moran Says
Gazeteport
Guantanamo’da Erotik Roman
Isteği

25.  

July 31,
2013

Policy.Mic

Hyacinth
Mascarenhas

26.  

July 31,
2013

Vanity Fair

Guantanamo Detainees
Choose Fifty Shades of Grey
Over the Quran
Guantánamo Prisoners
Prefer Fifty Shades of
Grey over the Koran and the
Hunger Games, Reports U.S.
Congressman

27.  

August 1,
2013

Time

50 Shades of Grey Finds Fans
at GiTMO

Courtney
Subramanian

21.  

New York
Magazine
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Author
Unknown

28.  

August 1,
2013

29.  

August 6,
2013

The
Christian
Science
Monitor
The Miami
Herald

30.  

August 8,
2013

The Miami
Herald

31.  

August 10,
2013
August 13,
2013

Guantanamo Prisoners’ Favorite
Novel? ‘Fifty Shades of Grey’

Molly
Driscoll

Congressman: ‘Fifty Shades’
Popularity Shows Prisoners
Are ‘Phonies’

Carol
Rosenberg

Books provide Guantánamo
detainees an ‘escape from
darkness’

Carol
Rosenberg

33.  

August 15,
2013

34.  

August 16,
2013

35.  

August 18,
2013

The New
York Times
The Wall
Street
Journal
American
Bar
Association
Journal
Agence
FrancePresse
The Miami
Herald

36.  

August 21,
2013

The Miami
Herald

37.  

August 21,
2013
August 21,
2013

Gitmo Guards Give ’50
Shades’ Erotic Novel To
Detainee: Lawyer
Guantanamo Guards Gave
‘Shades of Grey’ Novel to
Prisoner, Lawyer Says

Ryan Reilly

38.  

The
Huffington
Post
Reuters

39.  

August 22,
2013
August 22,
2013

NPR

Lawyer Rejects Guantanamo
‘Fifty Shades Of Grey’ Claim
Guantánamo Officials
Accused of Inventing ‘Fifty
Shades of Grey’ Rumor

Bill
Chappell
Ravi
Somaiya and
Robert
Mackey

32.  

40.  

The New
York Times

After Guantánamo, Another
Injustice
John Grisham’s Guantánamo
Mystery Solved

John
Grisham
Jess Bravin

What Gitmo Detainees Are
Reading: John Grisham Books
Allowed After
‘Misunderstanding’
‘Fifty Shades’ Tops Reading
List at Gitmo

Debra
Cassens
Weiss

Books Provide Guantánamo
Detainees an ‘Escape from
Darkness’
Lawyer: Guantánamo guards
gave unwanted erotic novel to
ex-CIA prisoner

Carol
Rosenberg
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Author
Unknown

Carol
Rosenberg

Jane Sutton

41.  

December
13, 2013

The
Guardian

42.  

December
13, 2013

The
Guardian

43.  

December
16, 2013

44.  

June 18,
2014

Courthouse
News
Service
The Miami
Herald

45.  

November
10, 2014

VICE

46.  

November
10, 2014

VICE

47.  

November
10, 2014

VICE

48.  

November
10, 2014

VICE

49.  

November
10, 2014

VICE

50.  

November
10, 2014

VICE

51.  

November
10, 2014

VICE

52.  

November
10, 2014

VICE

53.  

November
12, 2014

VICE

54.  

November
12, 2014

VICE

Guantánamo’s Banned Books
– An Incomplete List

Clive
Stafford
Smith
Guantánamo’s Books Blacklist Clive
Suggest Censors’ Random
Stafford
Sense of Security
Smith
Literary Ops Ripple Across
Adam
Guantanamo Bay
Klasfeld
Iraqi appears in Guantánamo
court on war crimes charges

Carol
Rosenberg

Banned Books of
Guantánamo: ‘Blasphemy’ by
Alan Dershowitz
Banned Books of
Guantánamo: ‘The Kill List’
by Frederick Forsyth
Banned Books of
Guantánamo: ‘A People’s
History of the United States’
by Howard Zinn
Banned Books of
Guantánamo: ‘Waiting for
Godot’ by Samuel Beckett
Banned Books of
Guantánamo: ‘The Diary of a
Young Girl’ by Anne Frank
Banned Books of
Guantánamo: ‘Futility’ by
Wilfred Owen
Banned Books of
Guantánamo: ‘Hidden
Agendas’ by John Pilger
Banned Books of
Guantánamo: ‘Trainspotting’
by Irvine Welsh
Banned Books of
Guantánamo: ‘Crime and
Punishment’ by Fyodor
Dostoyevsky
Banned Books of
Guantánamo: ‘A Most Wanted
Man’ by John le Carré

Alan
Dershowitz
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Frederick
Forsyth
John
Howard
David
Leveaux
Ariel Levy
Jeremy
Paxman
John Pilger
& Amy
McGuire
Irvine Welsh
Reza Aslan

John le
Carré &
John
Sutherland

55.  

November
13, 2014

VICE

Banned Books of
Guantánamo: ‘The Merchant
of Venice’ by William
Shakespeare
Banned Books of
Guantánamo: ‘Blair’s Wars’
by John Kampfner
Banned Books of
Guantánamo: ‘An American
Slave’ by Frederick Douglass
Banned Books of
Guantánamo: ‘Cruel Britannia:
A Secret History of Torture’
by Ian Cobain

Melvyn
Bragg

56.  

November
14, 2014

VICE

57.  

November
14, 2014

VICE

58.  

November
14, 2014

VICE

59.  

January 29,
2015

Melville
House

Three Guesses Which Book
Won’t Be Available at The
Guantanamo Bay Library

Liam
O’Brien

60.  

June 11,
2015

The Miami
Herald

Guantánamo guard seized
suspicious Qurans as
contraband

Carol
Rosenberg

61.  

July 9,
2015

The Miami
Herald

Guantánamo detainees
shunned Women’s World Cup

Carol
Rosenberg

62.  

August 7,
2015

The Miami
Herald

Guantánamo now tracking
captives’ interest in ISIS,
founded after prison

Carol
Rosenberg

63.  

October 8,
2015

The Miami
Herald

Is Someone Pinching Pennies
at Guantánamo Prison?

Carol
Rosenberg
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John
Kampfner
Paul Gilroy
Ian Cobain

APPENDIX F
IMAGE FROM THE REVIEW OF DEPARTMENT COMPLIANCE WITH [SIC]
PRESIDENT’S EXECUTIVE ORDER ON DETAINEE CONDITIONS OF
CONFINEMENT
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